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I. SUMMARY

The human brain is the most powerful adaptive network known to man. It is
responsible for human intelligence with operations involving automated image
recognition, speech, decision making and complex motor functions. The same
functions are the goal of artificial intelligence operations, robotics and the
like. Attempts to design machines to perform these functions successfully would
benefit from an understanding of how tne brain has succeeded in doing so.

Both brain and machine depend on component operations. In the brain the basic
component is the neuron. Althouqh little, as yet: is known erf t•h rules by whir-h
adaptive neural changes are brought about, experimental studies over the past 20
years have uncovered direct evidence that such changes occur and can be studied
at the level of single nerve cells in the mammalian brain and in simpler
invertebrate systems (Alkon, 1979; Barrionuevo and Brown, 1983; Byrne, 1987;
Kandel, 1976; Kandel and Spencer, 1968; Woody, 1982a,b, 1986; Woody and
Black-Cleworth, 1973).

Our earlier studies have identified cortical neurons that adapt in such a way
as to support learned behavior (Woody et al., 1970; Sakai and Woody, 1980).
Changes in the membrane properties of these neurons occur that lead to
acquisition of the ability to perform specific motor tasks in response to
specific auditory stimuli (Brons and Woody, 1980). Rates of acquiring this
ability can be altered by between one and two orders of magnitude by adding
electrical stimulation of the hypothalamus, associatively, to presentations of
conventional conditioned and unconditioned stimuli (Kim, Woody and Berthier,
1983).

We have now identified some of the conductance changes, neurotransmitters,
and second messengers that support the involved neuronal adaptations (see
Progress Report; also Woody, 1988; also Woody and Gruen, 1987). We have also
succeeded in developing an in-situ model of rapid, single cell conditioning that
mirrors associative conditioning of short latency behavioral responses that
require the motor cortex for their elaboration. What is particularly interesting
to us is the indication that purposefully complex, "lock and key" molecular
cascades exist at the level of single nerve cells to permit "successful"
adaptations to occur. "Successful" adaptations are defined as: (a) producing the
desired alteration of response to the appropriate input, (b) enduring over time,
(c) not interfering with other adaptations occurring for other purposes in the
same cell, and (d) not interfering with the main - throughput - message transfer
property of the cell.

The nerve network and elements that were studied reflect a different design
from that found in single elements of most artificial information processing
devices. Nonetheless, the design seems understandable in terms of conventional
information processing theory and in terms of conventional systems analysis
approaches. (For a brief summary of the latter see the enclosed Appendix
excerpted from a recent book of mine.)

0V
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II. STATEMENT OF WORK

The activity, excitability and input resistance of nerve cells change with
the acquisition of conditioned behavior (Woody and Black-Cleworth, 1973, Alkon,
1979). Applications of appropriate transmitters and second messengers (see
Progress Report) were able to produce changes in neural excitability and input
resistance similar to those found with conditioning. Intracellularly applied
cyclic GMP (Woody et al., 1986b) and cGMP-dependent protein kinase (Woody et al.,
1986a) increased the input resistance and excitability to depolarizing currents
(but not spontaneous firing rates) of layer V pyramidal cells of the motor
cortex.

Use of single electrode voltage clamp techniques (Fig. 1) disclosed changes
in membrane currents after applications of acetylcholine and cGMP-dependent
protein kinase that produced increases in resistance and excitability of this
type (Woody and Gruen, 1987). By adding local microiontophoretic application of
glutamate to presentations of the same CS and US used for behavioral
conditioning, we were able to produce conditioned increases in the activity of
single cortical units after ten stimulus pairings (see progress report for
details). The changes did not occur if application of glutamate preceded rather
than followed presentation of the CS and US. Preliminary findings (Woody et al.,
1987) indicate that the changes in currents after conditioning of single cortical
neurons resembled the changes in currents after ACh and cGMP-dependent protein
kinase (Fig. 2). One of the currents that was altered was a rapidly activated,
aminopyridine sensitive, outward current (Fig. 3) resembling a potassium A
current. How the operation of a rectifying, voltage dependent current might
influence message transmission in these cells is worth considering. The dynamic
effects of the A current on dendritic integration are complex and reflect
features of component design, operation, and control that have not to our
knowledge been incorporated into the design of artificial intelligence devices.
The neural adaptations responsible for the accelerated behavior permit:

1. Rapid acquisition of an adaptive response.

2. The ability to learn to discriminate quickly between incoming stimuli to
determine whether or not an appropriate response will be performed.

3. A very significant improvement in the speed of acquiring these abilities
(less than 10 pairings required as opposed to 500 - 1000).

4. Low error rates.

Further details are given in the comprehensive progress report (Part III).

Thirty publications have resulted from research in the three year period of this
contract; see list of publications (Part IV).
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III. COMPREHENSIrvE PROGRESS REPORT - STATUS OF RESEARCH

June 1985 - May 1988

Highlights of Current Research

1. A model of rapid conditioning of short as well as long latency facial
movements was developed in which rates of learning could be significantly
accelerated by adding electrical stimulation of hypothalamic regions of the brain
associatively to presentations of conventional conditioned and unconditioned
stimuli. We found that the pattern of the learned response could be controlled by
altering the intervals with which the stimuli were presented.

2. Regions of the hypothalamus were identified which, when stimulated in
association with presentations of click CS and glabella tap US, led to rapid
conditioning.

3. The above model was extended to obtain rapid conditioning of single
cortical neurons. Clanges in currents were detected in the conditioned cells
using the single electrode voltage clamp (SEVC) technique.

4. Effects of cGMP-dependent protein kinase (cGPK), cyclic AMP, and cyclic GMP
on the membrane properties of identified, layer V cortical pyramidal cells were
analyzed. Long-lasting increases in input resistance and excitability similar to
those produced by acetylcholine were found after applications of cGPK and cGMP.

5. Increases in excitability and input resistance were measured in neurons of
the motor cortex of cats undergoing rapid eyeblink conditioning. we found
significant within-cat correlations between these changes and the increased spike
responses of the cells to the CS after conditioning that appeared to cause
initiation of the conditioned behavioral responses.

6. SEVC techniques were used to detect changes in membrane currents in these
cortical neurons after applications of acetylcholine and cGPK. In other studies,
different changes in synaptic currents were found after intracellular application
of a phorbol ester that activated protein kinase C.

Details of Research

1. Development of A Model of Single Cell Conditioning: Hypothalamic
stimulation (HS) effective in increasing rates of conditioning was characterized
by short-latency activation of layer V pyramidal cells of the motor cortex.
Further studies showed that 86% of the neurons of the motor cortex that responded
with short latency discharge to HS showed an increased firing rate in response to
extracellular iontophoresis of 1 M L-glutamate. The short-latency response to HS
was suppressed or reduced after extracellular iontophoretic application of 0.5 M
L-glutamic acid diethyl ester (GDEE). Glutamate or some other excitatory amino
acid was therefore thought to be involved in the mechanism supporting accelerated
rates of conditioning.

Because of the above findings, attempts were made to condition increased
activity to click in extracellularly and intracellularly recorded cortical
neurons of awake cats using glabella tap and locally applied glutamate
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Fig. 1. (1) SEVC recordings from a cell held at -70 mY (H) and tested with depolarizing commands of +10
(1,ii), +20 (iii,iv) and +30 (v,vi) mW, and with hyperpolarizing commands of -10 (vii), -20 (viii), -30

(ix), -40 (x), -50 (xi) and -60 (xii) mY. Records of 3 superimaposed traces (i and v) show the consistency
of the currents recorded and, together with Iii-iv, illustrate that the presence of incompletely clamped
spike potentials did not cause a reduction in net outward current such as was seen after ACh and cGPK.

(M!) Reduction of current following extracellular lontophoresis of ACh, A,B: single traces; C,D: averages
of responses to depolarizing commands at beginning and end of iontophoresis. Holdinq potentials (H) are a:
indicated.
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(Fig. 2, top). Averages of click-evoked activity were compiled from single units
of the motor cortex before and after ten serial presentations of click plus
glutamate (c + g), click plus glabella tap plus glutamate (c + t + g), glutamate
plus click plus glabella tap (g + c + t) and, in other cells, after click plus
glabella tap plus chloride (c + t + Cl-). Unit activity was recorded through
the same electrodes used to apply 0.5 M glutamate or 1.5 M Cl- extracellularly
(9OnA, 300 ms). Mean peak responses to click were selectively increased above
mean baseline levels of activity after ten presentations of c + t + g
(Fig. 2A,B). Presentations of g + c + t or c + t + Cl- did not increase the
response to click in this way. These results show that application of glutamate
after click-CS and tap-US can produce effects on cellular activity resembling
those found after adding HS to the same CS and US used to produce rapid
behavioral conditioning of eyeblink responses.

2. In Vivo Use of Single Electrode Voltage Clamp (SEVC): SEVC techniques were
used to measure changes in currents in vivo in single neurons of the precruciate
cortex after local applications of acetylcholine (ACh) and cyclic GMP dependent
protein kinase (cGPK) (Woody and Gruen, 1987). The techniques were adapted from
those used by others to record from spinal motoneurons (Finkel and Redman, 1984)
and, in vitro, from hippocampal neurons (Gustaffson et al., 1982; Halliwell and
Adams, 1982; Johnston and Brown, 1983). Extracellular applications (90-95 nA) of
2M ACh for periods of 30 s or less produced significant decreases in net outward
currents elicited by depolarizing commands whereas applications of saline did
not. Reductions of net outward currents were also obtained after intracellular
pressure injections of cGPK mixed with 10 uM cyclic GMP.

Electrodes were selected for use that passed steady, hyperpolarizing and
depolarizing currents of >10 nA prior to insertion and did not show rectification
with pulse currents of + 1 nA in vivo. Care was taken during SEVC recordings to
maintain the DC level at zero before cell penetration and clamp operation and to
adjust the capacitance compensation after penetrating the cell. (Errors in these
adjustments can lead to significant errors in SEVC determinations of current.)
The head stage output was monitored during voltage clamp operation and showed
satisfactory settling times for the electrodes at switching frequencies up to
5000 Hz using a duty cycle of 50%. Holding currents ranged from -65 to -95 mV
with depolarizing steps of 10 to 40 mV and 30 to 80 ms duration delivered at a
repetition rate of 5 Hz. In each of 7 cells tested, extracellular iontophoretic
applications (90-95 nA, 30 sec) of 2 M ACh produced decreases in intracellularlymeasured, early outward currents. Iontophoretic applications (90-95 nA, 30 sec)

of saline did not produce any consistent changes in these currents. Small
increases in currents followed injections in 7 of the 13 cells, decreases in 4
cells, and no changes in 2 cells. Intracellular pressure injections of cGPK mixed
with 10 uM cGMP decreased the early outward currents in each of five cells tested
(Woody and Gruen, 1987).

Cells given pressure injection of 3- or 4-aminopyridine showed a reduction of
the outward current (Fig. 3A). The current resembles A currents studied in vitro
in hippocampal cells and other neurons. Further studies are attempting to
separate and identify other involved currents by intracellular injection of
appropriate channel blocking compounds.

Additional studies (Fig. 2) using the same SEVC methods, in vivo, have
disclosed changes in currents that occur after single cell conditioning with

NN-
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Fig. 2. A. Top: conditioning paradigm (CON) using click, tap (t) and glutamate iontophoresis (GUIT) to
produce C1s to click (delivery indicated by arrows) in single units of the precruciate cortex of awake
cats. Below are shown alpha and beta latency CRs after conditioning (POST COND), and their disappearance

after revereing the order of glutamate pairing (POST REV COND). B. Another extracellularly recorded unit

showing the change from initial naive adaptation state (ADAPT) through similar conditioning and backward

conditioning procedures. C. An intracellularlv recorded unit showing simil-r effects. The magnified inset

(caldt) shows the augmented PSPs and synchrony of discharge seen at the time of the CR. D. and E. SEVC

records from the unit in C. D. top: voltage traces to +20 mV commands (vertical calibration bar 20 mV),

middle: headstage output with 50 my and 100 ms calibration, bottom: averages of currents before (lowest

trace), during, and after conditioning with corresponding change in outward tail current (arrow).
Calibrations are 2 nA and 20 ms. E. Superimposed current traces produced by voltage command in 0 before

(ADAPT), at the end of (COND), later after conditioning, and after backwards conditioning by reversing

order of GLUT pairing. Arrow points to change in another riirrant rromponent. F. Histograms of spike

discharges to click CS and hiss DS (vertical arrows) before and after conditioning, and after backward

* conditioning show the discriminative nature of the CR (diagonal arrow) .
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Fig. 3. A. Currents in response to 120 ins, +10-50 WJ voltage-steps under voltage clamp, recorded from a
4. neuron of the pericruciate cortex of an awake cat before (control) and after intracellular injection of 50 mM

3-amino- pyridine (3 Ap) + 20 eM QX-314. Voltage is shown by the upper traces, current by the lower traces
%also in B). Arrow dc the onset of thc de•olarizing voltage-steps shows the peak net outward current, and the
arrow at the offset of the hyperpolarizing voltage-steps shows the corresponding tail currents. Note the

S'-, depression of these currents by 3-Ap and increase in late currents due to supression of a susLained inward
• current by QX-114. Holding potential was -65 inV. Calibration bars: 50 mv, 2 nA, 20 ms. B. Effects of phorbol

12,13-dibutyrate (PdiB) on excitatory synaptic currents (EPSC) produced by VL stimulation (700 uA, D.1 ms,0.5 Hz) are illustrated for different depolarizing (+10,+20 and +40 mv) and hyperpolarizing (-10,-20 and -40

imv) command steps. Two superimposed traces are shown for each record. Holding potential was -60 WY. Arrows
show outward current at the onset of depolarizing commands and tail current at the offset of hyperpolarizing
commands. Calibration bars: 50 mv, 2.0 iA, 20 ms.

%
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click, glabella tap, and iontophoretic application of glutamate. An example of
the results is shown in Fig. 2. These changes in ionic currents are thought to
represent a major cellular mechanism for mediation of associatively learned
behavior in mammals. Systematic attempts should be made to evaluate these
changes.

3. The pattern of production of a conditioned eyeblink movement following
delivery of a click CS was found to be controlled by alterations of the
interstimulus interval (ISI) used to establish the conditioning. Using an ISI if
570-10 ms between presentations of click CS and glabella tap - hypothalamic
stimulation, the pattern of CR onset began 20-30 ms after CS delivery. Using an
ISI of 340-240 ms, the onset was >100 ms. ISIs of less than 300 ms inhibited
conditioning. (Hirano et al, Brain Res., 1987.)

4. Two intracellularly injected phorbol esters (PhEs) which activate protein
kinase C (PKC), phorbol 12,13-dibutyrate and phorbol 12-myristate, 13-acetate,
produced increases in excitability of neurons of the motor cortex of awake cats.
PhE (1-10 uM PhE dissolved in 1 M potassium citrate containing 50 ug/mln
phosphatidyi serine) was pressure injected directly into the recorded cells.
Signs of increased neuronal excitability were observed in each of 65 cells
injected with PhE. Enhancement of excitatory background synaptic activity
resulted in an elevated rate of spontaneous firing. The number of spikes evoked
by depolarizing constant current pulses gradually increased. The latency of the
first action potential produced by delivery of the depolarizing current pulses
decreased as did the threshold level of current needed for spike initiation. The
slow afterhyperpolarization (AHP) following action potentials and current-induced
depolarizations decreased. In some neurons the increase in background firing
activity resulted in burst generation. PhE also increased the peak amplitude of
action potentials (but not their duration) and the amplitude of fast AHPs
following action potentials. All changes occurred within 2-8 min after injection
and lasted for 50 min or longer. Neither increases in input resistance nor
depolarizations of the resting membrane potential sufficient to account for these
excitability changes were found. Control injections (n=15 cells) of 4
alpha-phorbol 12,13-didecanoate, which does not activate PKC, failed to induce
changes in neuronal excitability. (Baranyi, Szente and Woody, Brain Res., 1987).

5. The activity in response to a CS and excitability to depolarizing current
of neurons of the cat pericruciate cortex increased after rapid acquisition
of conditioned blink responses. Threshold levels of current needed for spike
elicitation were significantly lower after than before conditioning in each of
5 cats tested. Significant increases in input resistance also occurred in
these cells. The discharges preceded blink responses with latencies sufficient to
control production of the learned response. During extinction, neuronal responses
to the CS decreased but remained greater than in the naive state. Conditioned ',

eyeblink responses with short (16-60 ms) onset latencies developed rapidly,
within 5-50 trials, after pairing click CS, glabella tap US, and electrical
stimulation of the hypothalamus (HS) at an interstimulus interval of 570-10 ms
between CS and US-HS. (Pairings of the same CS and US without HS require hundreds
of trials, over days, for equivalent levels of conditioning.) Longer latency
(80-240 ms) eye blink responses developed later after further application of
conditioning trials. When CSs were presented alone after condi- tioning, the
number of CRs decreased gradually; spontaneous recovery of CRs occurred between
extinction sessions given for 1-5 days (learning savings). Another control

"V." V
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paradigm in which HS was given 2.5 s before each CS-US pairing ("backward HS")
did not produce rapid acquisition of Cls. The "backward HS" paradigm was less
effective in increasing neural excitability and did not result in significant
differences in excitability before and after these sessions in each of 4 cats.
(Aou, Birt and Woody, Soc. Neurosci. Abstr., 12:555, 1986.)

6. Specific regions of the hypothalamus were identified that when stimulated
increased rates of conditioning as described above (Fig. 4).

* Most effective

e Effective
A Ineffective

A15 All

Cd "

ci- - .

AA8

C,,

Cd ,T

LH *e

A *

AB

Fig. 4. Loci of the hypothalamus at which electrical stimulation was applied to
produce accelerated rates of conditioning. (Some animals were stimulated on left
as well as right sides, each side unilaterally, in separate experiments.) Cd,
caudate nucleus; Ch, optic chiasm; CI, internal capsule; En, entopeduncular
nucleus; Fx, fornix; GP, globus pallidus; LH, lateral hypothalamus; MB mammilary
body; Th, thalamus; TO, optic tract; VA, anterior ventral thalamic nucleus.
(Numbers are anterior stereotaxic planes in mn, Snider and Niemer's atlas.)

S
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7. Intracellular injections of cyclic AMP (cAMP) decreased the input resis-
tance of HRP-identified layer V neurons of the motor cortex of awake cats.
Eighty-six percent of injected cells responded to cAMP and HRP with a rapid
decrease in input resistance occurring immediately after injection with return
toward baseline two to three minutes later. Thr decreases were significantly
greater than the small decreases in input resistance normally seen in uninjected
cells held for two minutes or more after penetration and exceeded comparably
small decreases in input resistance seen after control injections of 5' AMP plus
HRP. Pyramidal cells of layer V were identified as responding to cAMP with a
decreased input resistance. A spiny stellate cell of layer III and a pyramidal
cell of layer VI were also identified that showed similar responses. The cells
also showed increased rates of discharge after penetration with electrodes
containing cAMP, but significant changes in input resistance were not found in
association with the increased rates of discharge. After pressure injection of
cAMP, the rates of discharge fell toward more normative levels. Our findings
indicate that cAMP has an effect on cortical neurons similar to that found in
some types of invertebrate (molluscan) neurons and dissimilar to the effect of
cyclic GMP. (woody and Gruen, Exp. Neurol., 1986c.)

8. Intracellular injection of cyclic GMP (cGMP) increased the input resist-
ance of HRP-identified layer V pyramidal neurons of the motor cortex
of awake cats. Fifty-four percent of injected cells responded to cGMP and HRP
with an increase in input resistance within 30 sec after injection. None of a
control group of cells injected with HRP without cGMP so responded. In cells
given intracellular depolarizing current sufficient to produce repeated spike
discharge at the time of injection, the increase in input resistance after cGMP
persisted for as long as the cells could be held. There was no significant
increase in firing rate after injection of cGMP. Cells responding to cGMP with an
increased input resistance were identified as pyramidal cells of layer V. One
inverted pyramidal cell of layer VI also showed an increase in input resistance
in response to cGMP. Previous studies have suggested that muscarinic cholinergic
agents produce an increased input resistance (thought to reflect a decreased
potassium conductance) underlying an increased rate of discharge in neocortical
neurons. Our results favor a dual action of muscarinic cholinergic transmission
in manmalian cortical neurons - the increase in input re;.stance in layer V
pyramidal cells being mediated by cGMP, the increase in rate of discharge being
otherwise mediated. (Woody et al., Exp. Neurol., 1986b.)

9. Intracellular injection of purified cGMP-dependent protein kinase produced
increases in input resistance (Rn) in neurons of the motor cortex of awake
cats. Input resistances were measured with lnA, 40ms, rectangular, bridge
balanced, hyperpolarizing and depolarizing pulses. The mean input resistance
increased within seconds after injection of cGMP-dependent protein kinase (as
rapidly as measurements could be made) and remained elevated for two minutes or
longer. One of the injected cells was identified by HRP as a layer V pyramidal

* cell. In these experiments the cGMP-dependent protein kinase was incubated with
10 micromolar cyclic GMP 30 min prior to filling the electrodes. Pressure
injection of the cGMP-dependent protein kinase without preincubation with cGMP
caused smaller increases in Rm that were slower in onset, reaching a maximum
value 60-90 seconds after injection. "Control-cells" injected with heat
inactivated cGMP-dependent protein kinase, with or without pre-incubation with 10
micromolar cGMP, did not show such changes in Rn over the 2 min period of
observation. Up to sixty-five percent of cells of this same cortical area given

" *
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extracellular application of acetylcholine or intracellular application of 1 mM
cGMP in earlier studies showed increases in input resistance of a magnitude
comparable to that observed on injection of the activated, cCMP-dependent protein
kinase.

The results indicate that intracellular injection of the cGMP-dependent
protein kinase into neurons of the precruciate cortex of the awake cat can mimic
the actions of extracellularly applied acetylcholine and intracellularly applied
cGMP. (Woody et al., Brain Res., 1986a.)

10. Intracellular effects of CS and US presentations were studied in cells of
the motor cortex of awake cats. Behaviorally, conditional stimuli (CS) are
distinguished from unconditional stimuli (US) by the ability of the US to produce
an unconditioned motor response. Appropriate pairing of a CS with a US results in
the development of a conditioned response (CR) to the CS, but pairing one CS with
another CS does not. An important issue in studying the neural basis of
conditioning is to determine how stimuli which serve as USs differ from stimuli
which serve as CSs at the cellular level. Glabella tap and click have been used
extensively as US and CS in eye blink conditioning. Cells of the motor cortex
have been shown to be necessary for blink condi- tioning to occur with these
stimuli. Intracellular recordings were obtained from 92 cells in 8 awake cats of
the response to tap US and from 55 cells in a separate group of 8 cats of the
response to click CS. Averaged spike histograms made from these two groups of
cells showed differences in the magnitude of evoked discharges in response to
click and tap. Peak rates of firing elicited by tap-US were significantly larger
(t test p <.01) than those elicited by click-CS and the proportion of cells
responsive was higher for tap than click (chi square p <.05). Averages of
postsynaptic potentials prepared by digitizing the intracellular recordings o'
membrane potential, digitally removing spikes, averaging all trials for each
cell, and then averaging results from all cells showed a greater depolarizatioi
in response to tap than to click (t test p < .05). Analysis of spike histogramn
and PSPs in single cells also disclosed inhibitory responses which were not
apparent in the overall averages. When analyzed cell by cell, the magnitude of
reduced discharges seen in spike histograms was greater for click than tap (t
test p < .01) as was the proportion of cells showing such reductions. (Birt, Aou
and Woody, Soc. Neurosci. Abstr., 12:555, 1986.)

11. Studies were concluded of effects of intracellular applications of anti-
bodies to cGiP on responses of cortical neurons to extracellular applications
of muscarinic agonists. Intracellular injections of specific antibodies to cGMP
(cGMP-Ab) produced substantial decreases in input resistance (R ) selectively
in neurons of the motor cortex that had responded with increase8 resistance to
prior application of muscarinic agents. Intracellular injections of non-specific
immunoglobulins (IgG) did not produce this effect. (Some non-specific effects on
spike production occurred in cells given IgG or cGMP-Ab.) The decrease in Rn
may be interpreted as being consequential to a reduction in baseline levels of
active cGMP due to binding of cGMP with the injected antibody. In cells which
demonstrated a prior increase in Rn following extracellular application of the
muscarinic agonist, aceclidine, or acetylcholine, injection of antibody to cGMP
also resulted in suppression of the increase in Rn to subsequent applications
of these muscarinic agents. (cf., Swartz and Woody, 1984). Increases in firing
rate to these agents continued to be observed after injection of cGMP-Ab.
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The results support the hypothesis that cGMP mediates effects of muscarinic
neurotransmission on the conductances of neurons of the motor cortex of awake
cats. In addition, intracellular injection of antibodies to specific cellular
elements is shown to be feasible in cortical neurons of awake cats and may prove
a useful adjunct to future studies of neurotransmitter mechanisms.

12. Effects of non-uniform distributions of synaptic conductance inputs on
spines were modeled in a cortical pyramidal cell. Non-uniform distributions of
two different types of synaptic conductance inputs produced non-uniform resting
potentials and significantly changed the efficacy of postsynaptic integration in
layer V cortical pyramidal cells of cats relative to that of cells with a passive
cable resistance. The efficacy of synaptic inputs depended on the driving force
at the synaptic sites and the electrotonic distances from the soma to the
synapses. Effects were also examined of different distributions of activated
conductances on the non-uniformity of resting potentials and the efficacy of
synaptic inputs (as determined by peak transient soma potential) when dendritic
spines were incorporated into the dendritic cable. Three types of synaptic inputs
were modeled. Inhibitory inputs (I) with a reversal potential of -85mv were
inserted on the soma and on proximal dendrites. Excitatory inputs (E) with a
reversal potential of Omv were distributed primarily on apical spines with some
on basilar spines. M-current-like inputs (M) with a reversal potential of -85mV
were placed primarily on basilar spines with some also on apical spines. The
effects of different levels of synaptic activity within each region were
evaluated while keeping soma resting potential and cell input resistance
constant. These results were compared to those obtained with uniform
distributions of E and M inputs on spines with and without I input on the soma
and on proximal dendrites. With I input on the soma and on proximal dendrites and
uniform E and M input on spines, resting potential varied by up to 5mV within the
neuron. When the E and M inputs were nonuniformly distributed, differences of
10-30mV could be seen between the resting potential at the soma and in distal
dendrites. The efficacy of distal synapses as measured by peak transient or
steady-state soma potential was 2.5 times greater with some input distributions
than with others. (Holmes and Woody, Soc. Neurosci. Abstr. 1985.)

13. Relationships between axonal diameter, soma size, and axonal
conduction velocity were examined in intracellularly recorded pyramidal
tract (PT) cells of cats using pressure injection of HRP. Positive linear
correlations were found between axonal conduction velocities and axonal diameters
as well as between axonal conduction velocities and soma sizes. All PT cells had
somata located in layer V. Slow PT cells had high densities of dendritic spines
in layer III; however, so did some fast PT cells, making this morphologic feature
unacceptable for distinguishing between slow and fast conducting PT neurons.
(Sakai and Woody, Brain Res., in press)

14. Reduced afterhyperpolarization and rapid activation of cortical cells was
produced by electrical stimulation of the hypothalamus in monkey and cat. Lateral
hypothalamic stimulation (A: 18-20, L: 2-4, H: 1-3) evoked action potentials with
latencies <1 ms in 38 of 125 motor cortex neurons in monkeys (macaca fuscata).
Comparably short latencies of activation were found in cells of the motor cortex
of cats. Some responses followed stimulation at 300 Hz with fixed latency and met
collision tests. Following electrical stimulation of the lateral hypothalamus
with a 4 or 5 pulse train (100-500 us, 50 Hz, 0.5-1.5 mA, bipolar), 14 of 23
cells in monkeys showed a reduction in both amplitude and duration of the AHP
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with little or no accompanying change in levels of spontaneous resting potential.
The effect began 15 to 70 ms after stimulation and persisted for 50 to 300 ms
after stimulation. Sometimes, a decrease in the threshold level for spike
generation accompanied the AHP reduction. This phenomenon could also be observed
in neurons of the motor cortex of awake cats together with increases in input
resistance.

The results provide evidence in two different mammalian species for
commonalities in hypothalamo-cortical interactions which are of potential
significance to the accelerated development of learned behavior. (Aou, Woody, et
al., Soc. Neurosci. Abstr. 11:983, 1985.)

15. A voltage-dependent, 4-aminopyridine sensitive, outward current was
studied in vivo in cortical neurons of awake cats by voltage clamp techniques.
Studies of neurons of the precruciate cortex disclosed fast, outward currents
that increased with increasing, positive step voltage commands from holding
potentials set between -60 and -80 mv. Preceding depolarizing pulses reduced the
currents while preceding hyperpolarizing pulses potentiated them. Cells given
pressure injection of 4-aminopyridine, showed reduction of the outward current.
The degree of reduction varied from cell to cell. This technical advance afforded
us the means for detecting changes in currents related to mammalian conditioning.
(Woody, et al., Soc. Neurosci. Abstr. 11:955, 1985.)

2 The electrophvsiological effects of intracellularly injected apamin, a
Ca -dependent K channel blocker, were investigated in neurons of the motor
cortex of awake cats. Membrane and synaptic response parameters were measured
using single-electrode voltage clamp. Apamin selectively abolished a
Ca +-dependent K current involved in slow afterhyperpolarizations following
action potentials and depolarizing current pulses, without influencing fast
afterhyperpolarizations or the time course of action potentials. Apamin increased
the number and frequency of spike discharges evoked by depolarizing current
pulses. The rate of spontaneous background firing activity was slightly
increased. Resting potential and input resistance were essentially unchanged by
apamin. (Szente, Baranyi and Woody, Brain Res., in press)

16. A review of research on the cellular basis of memory and learning was
published. (Woody, Ann. Rev. Psychol., 37:433-493, 1986.)

17. A book, Neural Mechanisms of Conditioning, was published, reporting the
proceedings of a Conference on Mechanisms of Neural Adaptation held at the Woods
Hole Marine Biology Institute. Drs. D. Alkon and C. Woody co-chaired the
conference.

18. A book, Cellular Mechanisms of Conditioning, (Eds. C. Woody and D. Alkon)
was prepared (Plenum, 1988) reporting the proceedings of an International
Conference on Mechanisms of Neural Adaptation held as a satellite symposium of
the International Union of Physiological Sciences XXIXth Congress.
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Summary of Earlier Research

(Prior to May 1985)

1. The rate of learning a conditioned facial movement was greatly accelerated
by adding electrical stimulation of the hypothalamic region of the brain to
presentations of conventional conditioned and unconditioned stimuli. Animals
learned the CR after as few as ten instead of 1,000 or more pairings. The
learning that resulted was both associative and discriminative (Kim, woody and
Berthier, J. Neurophysiol., 1983). That is, learning was induced by a specific
stimulus combination, the code depending on the order and interval of
presentation of the involved stimuli. The learned response was then elicitable by
a specific input signal. The pattern of cortical neuronal activity produced by
hypothalamic stimulation was predictive of loci of hypothalamic stimulation that,
when stimulated, would succeed in accelerating learning (Woody, Kim, and
Berthier, J. Neurophysiol., 1983). Part of the acceleration of learning the motor
response may derive from recruitment of a new performance pathway - reflected by
a longer transmission latency for movement production. If so, one would like to
know how the system picks the "right" pathway to give both acceleration and the
"appropriate" learned movement. We would also like to know whether the
hypothalamic stimulation responsible for acceleration of learning is punishing or
rewarding. This may, however, be of less consequence in understanding what is
going on than would specifying the coded molecular interactions that occur
between the chemical(s) released by hypothalamic stimulation and other chemicals
capable of modifying the transfer properties of the nerve cells. It is these
interactions that we think are primary in controlling the potentiation of
conditioning that we have observed.

2. Depolarization-induced effects of intracellularly applied calcium-cal-
modulin-dependent protein kinase were studied in neurons of the motor cortex
of awake cats. Intracellular iontophoretic application of calcium-calmodulin-
dependent protein kinase (CaPK) was followed by a 30 sec period of steady
depolarization (1.0 nA). These cells showed an increase in input resistance in
comparison with a control group of fifteen cells given depolarization only,
without application of CaPK. Post-iontophoretic measurements of input resistance
in cells given CaPK alone were not increased, nor was input resistance increased
in cells given equivalent negative currents through electrodes containing only
KCI. The results indicate that intracellular injection of calcium-calmodulin-
dependent protein kinase, followed by depolarization and depolarization-elicited
impulse activity, transiently increases input resistance of neurons of the motor
cortex of cats. Depolarization-induced discharge was needed to change the
membrane response of cortical neurons to acetylcholine or cyclic GMP from a
transient to a persistent one (cf., Woody et al., 1978). An analogous increase of
input resistance can be produced in the Type B photoreceptor of Hermissenda by
applying protein kinase and sufficient depolarization paired with light to
increase calcium conductance and internal calcium concentration. It appears that
some of the same control mechanisms responsible for elaboration of associatively
induced behavioral changes in Hermissenda may be operative in neurons of the cat
motor cortex that support the performance of the learned motor tasks that we are
studying (Woody, Alkon and Hay, Brain Res., 1984).

N .V
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3. Anatomical and physiological studies of intracellularly recorded neurons
of the motor cortex of conscious cats were made in conjunction with intra-
cellular injections of HRP. Stable recordings characterized by action potentials
of amplitudes smaller than the recorded resting potentials were correlated with
recoveries of injected dendrites. Penetrations with dendritic recoveries had
higher input resistances than did those with recoveries of both somas and
dendrites. Increases in spike height during pressure injection were greater in
recordings with dendritic recoveries than in recordings with recoveries of both
somata and dendritic processes (Woody et al., J. Neurophysiol., 1984).

Additional studies assessed possible injury arising from cell penetrations.
The response of penetrated neurons to repeated click stimuli was compared with
that of unpenetrated (extracellularly recorded) units of the same cortical
region. Responses obtained from penetrated neurons were separated into 4 groups
according to the size of the recorded action potential. The magnitude of the
response to click was much the same in cells with action potentials ranging
between 50 - 60 mY, 40 - 50mV, and 30 - 40 mY. The magnitude was slightly greater
in the group with action potentials ranging between 20 - 30 mV (suggest- ing some
slight depolarizing injury to some of these cells). The response profiles were
comparable to those of extracellularly recorded units (Woody et al.,
J. Neurophysiol., 1970; Woody and Engel, J. Neurophysiol., 1972). Studies using
K+ ion sensitive microelectrodes indicated that "intracellular" recordings were
in fact made intracellularly. It appears that whatever injury arose from the
penetrations of these cells was minimal and was not sufficient to impair the
ability of most cells to respond with spike activation to natural stimuli such as
weak click (Woody et al., J. Neurophysiol., 1984).

4. Effects of local increases in membrane resistance on current spread in
cortical pyramidal cell dendrites were explored using a passive cable model
for determining the transient potential in a dendritic tree of known geometry.
The morphology was obtained from a montage composed of photomicrographs taken at
different, overlapping areas within serial sections of an HRP-injected, layer V
pyramidal cell of the cat motor cortex. A passive cable model which could
determine the transient potential in dendritic trees of arbitrary geometry was
used to examine the efficacy of different loci of increased membrane resistance
for given loci of current injection. The model used the passive cable equation
(cf., Rall, 1962) to express the potential for each interbranch segment of the
dendritic tree. By matching boundary conditions at branch points and termina-
tions, a system of equations was readily obtained for the Laplace transform of
the potential at the ends of each segment. The inverse transform could then be
quickly computed for any arbitrary time point. Since only one equation was re-
quired for each interbranch segment, this approach used far fewer equations than
the compartmental approach. Using this model it was found that an increase in
membrane resistance in the region immediately proximal to the point of current
input was more effective in increasing soma potential than an increase in a
comparable membrane area of a more proximal dendritic region. Under certain
circumstances a distal increase in membrane resistance could be more effective
than a comparable proximal increase depending on the locus of current injection
and the morphology of the dendritic tree. Tests with this model support the view
that increases in membrane resistance could produce the increases in neural
excitability found in these cells after conditioning and could account for the
increase in activity of these neurons in response to the auditory CS (Holmes and
Woody, Soc. Neurosci. Abstr., 1983, 1984).
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5. Current-voltage relationships of pericruciate cortical neurons of awake
cats were studied in vivo. Current pulses ranging from + 4nA and of 30-500 ms
duration were injected in 17 pericruciate neurons in order to investigate their
current-voltage relationships. An active bridge circuit was used to inject the
current pulses. It was important that the circuit be accurately balanced so that
the measurements would not be distorted by changing electrode resistance.
Therefore, an algorithm based on the method of Takeuchi et al., 1981, was used to
balance the bridge circuit automatically. It required only that the electrode
time constant be much shorter than the cell time constant. Current monitor and
intracellular voltage records were A/D converted and analyzed (using a threshold
detection method) to determine the time of current pulse onset and offset. The
intracellular voltage record was sampled just before pulse onset and just after
charging of the electrode (i.e., about 50-100 usec after pulse onset), the
dIfference in the two measurements being the magnitude of bridge imbalance. This
difference was then subtracted from the voltage trace for the duration of the
current step, and the data D/A converted and displayed oscillo- graphically. The
slope of the IV plot in the hyperpolarizing region was taken as the best estimate
of input resistance. It averaged 9.1 megohms across the 17 neurons. The cells had
a mean resting potential of 62 my, and a mean action potential height of 59.6 my.
Rectification was not detectable, in the range of + 0.5 nA current injection in
94% of the cells (Berthier and Woody, Soc. Neurosci. Abstr., 1983).

6. Effects of PT stimulation on PSP production were studied in intracellular
recordings from 62 cells of the motor cortex of awake cats. (Woody, et al,
Brain Res., 1985). Of these cells, 10 showed an IPSP that decreased with
hyperpolarization and, in 5 of the 10 cells, the IPSP was reversed with
additional hyperpolarizing current. In 9 of the cells, it was possible to measure
a decrease in resistance at the time of the IPSP. This IPSP has been recognized
previously by other investigators and is thought to reflect an increase in
chloride conductance. In 30 of the remaining cells, a quite different IPSP was
found during the same 35-120 msec period following PT stimulation. In each of
these cells, the IPSP increased in size with the application of hyperpolarizing
current and could not be reversed with hyperpolarization. With depolarizing
current the IPSP decreased in size. The resistance was measured at the time of
the IPSP by comparing the magnitude of a continuously repeated (20 ms on, 20 msec
off) bridge pulse during the IPSP with that prior to the PT shock that elicited
the IPSP. An increased resistance was found to accompany the IPSP. Conductance
decrease IPSPs were seen in these cells iirespective of whether antidromic spikes
were produced by PT stimulation. Conductance decrease IPSPs have been reported
previously (Siggins et al, 1971; Engberg and Marshall, 1971; Smith and Weight,
1977), but not in neurons of the motor cortex. (PT stimulation is an effective US
in producing conditioned behavior [O'Brien et al., 1977].)

7. Cybernetic considerations relevant to a theoretical approach to analysis of
neuronal adaptation in a nerve network, excerpted from a book on
Memory, Learning,and Higher Function by Dr. Woody, are enclosed as an Appendix.
Some aspects of that material may be summarized as fcllows:

An adaptive system can be described, cybernetically, as a system that modifies
its internal structure as a function of experience, thereby altering the system
operation. Ordinarily, the system operation will become increasingly optimized,
by means of feedback, in the approach to some operational goal. In this context
goal-seeking will be the process by which the component or adaptive element moves
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toward or maintains a particular system state. A key feature of any adaptive
system will be the features controlling the adaptation. The control sub-system
may or may not require associated memory. If so, the memory may evolve in a
trivial or non-trivial fashion, with or without variation in the original set
point. Control of goal-seeking may be expected to be accomplished by means of
feedback. The latter will ordinarily involve some closed-loop operations.
Interestingly, a great many psychophysiological formulations of adaptive neural
systems have neglected to specify closed-loop operations by which such feedback
could be accomplished as opposed to open-loop operations which do not lend
themselves to modification of the involved element as a consequence of the
element's past adaptation (cf., Kandel and Spencer, 1968).

Physiologically, many adaptive cellular systems lend themselves to closed-loop
goal-seeking processes. These range from biochemical feedback loops (within the
metabolic context of the cell itself) to recurrent collateral systems with
relatively direct feedback as well as indirect feedback through more extensive
polysynaptic networks (cf., Rasmussen and Goodman, 1977; Phillips, 1974). At the
level of cellular components in the brain, there exist several candidate
mechanisms for the control of neural adaptation:

i) The "Yin-Yang" hypothesis has been advanced in which so-called excitatory
and inhibitory neurotransmitters could control closed-loop goal-seeking
adaptations depending upon neuronal conductance changes by means of
intracellular second messengers such as cyclic AMP and cyclic GMP. The cyclic
nucleotides are thought to interact reciprocally to facilitate either
excitatory or inhibitory effects (Bloom, 1975, 1976; Goldberg et al., 1973).

ii) The principle of voltage-dependent control of neuronal spike activity is
well established. The possibility arises of voltage dependent induction or
potentiation of cyclic nucleotide release as well as the likelihood of coupled
sodium or potassium-calcium channels with voltage-dependent features
(Loewenstein, 1975; Lux and Eckert, 1974; Heyer and Lux, 1976a,b).

iii) Entrainment, i.e., the production of multiple spike discharges
encroaching upon relative refractory periods, might furnish a chemical signal
for cellular mechanisms controlling neural adaptation, particularly after
associative stimulus pairings as in conditioning. In cortical neurons,
entrainment is probabilistically an unconmon event in contrast with PSP or
spike production, per se, resulting from natural auditory stimuli which serve
as CS's in Pavlovian blink conditioning (Woody et al., 1970; Engel and Woody,
1972). Other evidence (Woody et al., 1976) indicates that entrainment might
interact with acetylcholine or cyclic GMP to control aspects of persistent
adaptation in mammalian cortical iieurons.

The practical significance of using a closed-loop cybernetic approach to
understand cellular adaptation, even at the biochemical level, is just beginning
to be re-evaluated and appreciated. See for example, the re~i;;, -articl. by
Rasmussen and Goodman (1977).

Systems of this type are of course restricted in the type of operations they
can perform and the geometric patterns that can be recognized. For example, such
systems cannot compute connectedness of geometric figures, whereas they can
compute convexity and related processing operations of the type called local or
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conjunctively local by Minsky and Papert. Humans may not be able to compute some
forms of connectedness either.

e.g.:

The informon model of an adaptive neural element (Uttley, 1976) incorporates
classifying inputs, closed-loop feedback concerning the operational state of the
element, and an appreciation of goal-seeking in the algorithm regulating useful
adaptation. Several constraints are particularized that are critical if the
informon is to successfully discriminate one input from another. These are a) the
algorithm by which the weightings of synaptic inputs are altered, b) the need to
achieve system normalization through negative (not positive) feedback of
information regarding the current system state, and c) the need for a classifying
input to distinguish or identify which input signal is the particular signal to
be discriminated. Tests of this model have found that each of these constraints
is required for the element to adapt usefully. Synaptic weighting is altered
according to the Shannon mutual information function between certain synaptic
inputs in combination with closed-loop negative feedback reflecting the element's
internal state. Thus, it would appear that there are empirical as well as
theoretical reasons why "smart" adaptive elements need to incorporate
goal-seeking as well as closed-loop feedback into their design.

The possibility exists that modification of Uttley's algorithm can result in
"the introduction of a self-classifying input. By self-classifying input is meant
an input of particular functional significance which is identifiable, within the
adaptive element, by means of its stochastic pattern of appearance alone.
Moreover, this stochastic pattern need not unduly disrupt the overall function of
the adaptive element's operation.

In some adaptive networks, input analysis, i.e., the processing of
sensory-labelled information (cf., Mountcastle, 1974), is explicable in terms of
the group invariance theorem of Minsky and Papert. This theorem permits analysis
of operations, such as the geopmetry of certain sensory image processing, by
algebraic means instead of statistics and thereby reverses a trend in this field.
The group invariance t!-eorem examines the relationship between all possible
receptor activations (all sets of sensory labels) and their representation across
the theoretical space of an adaptive network, given certain architectural
constraints. This result is a description of an orderly relationship in which no
matter how complexly the network is organized, the space required for a
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particular sensory labelling can be specified. In summary form, the group
invariance theorem states that if:

11 G Is a finite group of transformations of a f inito space R;

Ii) . is a set at predicates on R closed under G;

lill Is In L ( a) nad invariant under G.

Then Ithere exist3 a linear representation ofT =M o7y I~ e

Csor which tne ca.fficien rs i depend only on the G-oqulyaoencs class of ?,that is

Irim j 10 th~n,6ý#a.p,

L is tne set at all Predicates for which' his a linear threshold function with

respect to , and a predicate Is a function that has lw possible values. I.e.

a binary fvnction.

' Is a linear threshold function with respect to..~Qt's Or L cit)I tners

exists a number .and a se of numb*.rs[, O one for eachion , such that* .
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Research Supported by AFOSR (1978-1982)

1. The sampling distribution of neurons obtained by our intracellular,
cortical recording procedure was investigated. The sample of HRP-identified
neurons was found to be essentially equivalent to that seen in-situ (determined
from Golgi-stained sections of these cortical regions). Seventy percent (70%) of
penetrations were of cells in layers III and V, and 70% of the penetrations were
of pyramidal shaped cells. There was a slight tendency to over-sample neurons
with extensive dendritic arborizations. Samplings of every major morphologically
identified in-situ neuronal type were obtained by our electrophysiological
procedures (Sakai et al., Brain Res., 1978).

2. The response properties of penetrated neurons to injected polarizing
currents were investigated and found to be normal. The accommodative response to
ramp depolarizing currents was assessed; most responses were of the simple type
rather than ceiling or minimal gradient, (cf., Koike et al., Exp. Br. Res.,
1968a,b). Normal I-V plots and input resistance were also obtained. Several lines
of evidence suggested that many cortical neurons have dendrites that do not
support active propagation of action potentials and, instead, serve the
integrative process of neuronal information handling (Woody and Gruen,
Brain Res., 1978).

3. In-vitro calibrations of pressure microinjection techniques were obtained.
Controlled release of 100 femtoliter volumes was demonstrated. A number of other
laboratories are adopting this technique for testing local biologic effects of
pharmacologic agents (cf., Sakai et al., Neuropharmacol., 1979).

%
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4. Preliminary evaluations of effects of acetyicholine (ACh) and cyclic
GMP (cGMP) on cortical neurons were completed. These agents appear to have
similar effects on input resistance, ACh acting extracellularly on cell surface
receptors (of muscarinic type), cGMP acting intracellularly. The input resistance
is increased transiently by the effect of these agents alone and persistently by
application with cell depolarization sufficient to produce repeated discharge
(Woody et al., Brain Res., 1978).

It appears that neurotransmitters act in a dual manner in these cells, as in
others, to convey information. One action, the direct "neurotransmitter effect",
serves primarily to transmit information through the cell. The other action, the
"modulatory effect", serves to control adaptation as a function of the
information transmitted. The two actions are kept separated in the time-frequency
domain by different time courses of involved biochemical pathways; (cf., Klopf,
A.H., Brain Function and Adaptive Systems - A Heterostatic Theory, AFCRL Dept.,
H133, 1972).

A third variable, depolarization included discharge, serves to make the
adaptation persistent rather than transient.

5. In a simulated neuron, consequences of propagative vs. non-propagative
dendritic membranes on information transfer were studied. with low rates of
current spread, graded changes in threshold produced graded changes in output
discharge. With high rates of current spread, the neuron became a bistable
(decisional) operator where spiking was enhanced if the threshold was below a
certain level and suppressed if above that level. The enhancement was
considerably more pronounced in neurons with non-propagative than with
propagative dendrites. With propagative dendrites a less intense input was needed
to initiate somatic spiking (Levine and Woody, Biol. Cybernetics, 1978).

6. Studies of the ability to morphologically identify types of neurons
responding to cholinergic agents were conducted using aceclidine, a cholino-
mimetic drug. Similar increases in input resistance were obtained with this drug
as with ACh and the effects could be blocked by atropine (a muscarinic receptor
blocker). One of the cells responding to acecJlidine with an increased resistance
was identified by injection of HRP as a pyramidal cell of layer VI (Swartz et
al., Proc. West. Pharm. Soc., 1978).

7. Effects of acetylcholine (ACh) and cyclic GM4P (cGM~P) on input resis-
tance were studied in groups of morphologically identified neurons. HRP was
pressure injected into the cells after studying the effects of ACh. cGMP was also
applied intracellularly by pressure injection. Pyramidal cells of layers V and VI
responded to these agents with increases in resistance. The responsive neurons
included those of layer V activated antidromically by PT stimulation.

4 A comparison of the results of pressure injected cGMP with those of
intracellularly iontophoresed cGJ'P showed similar changes in resistance, but the
increase in firing rate after the hyperpolarizing iontophoresis did not occur
after pressure injection. The results suggest that cGMP and acetylcholine produce
similar effects in similar neurons of the motor cortex, the primary effect being
a conductance decrease. The increase in firing rate following application of
acetylcholine appears to be a separate effect of this agent, apart from that
supported by cGMP as a second messenger. This effecc may arise from excitation of

b
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surrounding neurons presynaptic to the one recorded or from other, direct
conductance effects of acetylcholine binding at the neuronal receptors. (Swartz
and Woody, J. Neurobiol., 1979; Woody et al., Soc. Neurosci. Abstr., 1979).

8. Effects of low frequency PT stimulation on cortical neural excitability.
Antidromic stimulation of the pyramidal tract has been used successfully as a US
to produce conditioned learning (O'Brien et al., 1977). Effects of low frequency
4-6 Hz PT stimulation (stereotax. coord.: F 3.5, L 4.0, H 4.5) on cortical
neurons were investigated. Cortical cells activated antidromically responded
predominantly with reduced excitability to intracellularly applied current.
Cortical cells activated transsynaptically responded with increased intracellular
excitability. Those cells failing to respond showed no change in excitability

.4 during the 5-15 minutes tested. (Tzebelikos and Woody, Brain Res. Bull., 1979).

9. The effects of US presentations on rates of discharge and excita-
bility to weak extracellular current were studied in single units of the
motor cortex. (Brons, Woody and Allon, J. Neurophysiol., 1982). The excitability
to weak (nA) extracellular electrical stimulation was measured among single
neurons of the pericruciate cortex of awake cats as a function of behavioral
state. Levels of neuronal excitability were compared 1) after classical
conditioning of a facial movement, 2) during extinction of the conditioned
response, and 3) during unpaired presentations of conditioned and unconditioned
stimuli (CS and US).

Neurons projective to facial muscles via polysynaptic corticofugal pathways
showed decreased levels of excitability to weak extracellular stimulation
following conditioning with forward pairing of the CS and US, extinction with
backward pairing of the stimuli, and presentations of the US alone. These changes
in excitability were attributable solely to the effects of US presentation and
were not distinguishably different during either conditioning or extinction of
the behavioral response. Small decreases in rates of spontaneous firing were
found to accompany the decreases in neural excitability.

The data support the conclusions that significant nonassociative changes in
neural excitablility occur during conditioning and extinction due to
presentations of the unconditioned stimulus. These changes support latent
inhibition, behaviorally, and the mechanism of these changes is different from
that of chanees in postsynaptic excitability found, after conditioning, by
intracellular stimulation of similiar cortical neurons (Woody, Fed. Proc., 1982).
The increased excitability to intracellular currents facilitates performance of
the specific type of motor response that is acquired and is also latent, awaiting
a command signal that will cause the response to be initiated.

Further Details About Studies of Rapid Learning.

The rapidity of acquisition of conditioned motor responses was determined
after adding hypothalamic stimulation to click CS and glabella tap US. Our
analyses showed a two orter-of-magnitude acceleration of the rate of acquisition
of a blink response over that achieved by pairing the same CS and US without
hypothalamic stimulation (Kim, Woody and Berthier, J. Neurophysiol., 1983).
Changes in the patterns of activity of single units of the motor cortex were

* isomorphic with the development of the conditioned response (Woody, Kim and
Berthier, J. Neurophysiol., 1983).
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Additional findings were obtained following completion of the following
computer programs.

Computer Program

The program consists of three functional units: stimulus presentation and data
collection, histogram generation and display, and behavioral analysis and data
storage. Conditioned (CS), unconditioned (US), hypothalamic (HS), and
discriminative (DS) stimuli are presented in a timed sequence for ten second
trials of adaotation, conditioning, extinction, or delayed HS paradigms. Timing
of stimuli can be generated spontaneously for on line experiments or synchronized
to an analog tape pulse for analysis of prerecorded data. During each trial, five
seconds of EMG data encompassing all stimuli are sampled at 2 ms intervals from
the left and right orbicularis oculi and levator oris. Eight histograms are
generated from the data and displayed four each on Mime 100 and VT105 video
terminals. The histograms are averages of three trials and are normalized to the
tallest bin. The Mime 100 histograms are 400 ms displays encompassing the CS-US
period for each EMG. The VT105 histograms can be dynamically modified by keyboard
codes which can center histograms around any stimuli for any EMG and display from
100 to 1600 ms of data.

The computer detects conditioned EMG responses using the criteria that 3
consecutive samples in the current trial plus 1 of the 2 previous trials plus the
average of those 3 trials must exceed 5 standard deviations above the mean of
spontaneous activity sampled for 400 ms before the CS. The response must be
detected between 100 ms after the CS and 20 ms before the US. If a response based
on these criteria is found, the three trials are individually stored on disc
while no response results in three trials being averaged before disc storage.

Results

The results of training cats with click CS, tap US, hypothalamic stimulation
(HS), and an added hiss DS are shown in Figure 5. They indicate that, with this
paradigm, discriminative responses to the CS are acquired within 9 trials. The
rate of acquisition is two orders of magnitude faster then when HS is omitted and
permits intracellular recording from cortical neurons while learning takes place.
The latencies of the CRs range between 100 and 300 ms.

Short latency activation of cortical units in response to hypothalamic
stimulation is predictive of an effective locus of hypothalamic stimulation for
producing enhanced rate of learning. (Woody, Kim, and Berthier, J. Neurophysiol.,
1983).
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Figure 5. Rapidity of Conditioning and Latency of CR's

Development of EMG responses of different latencies to CS (Solid line) or DS
(Dashed line) in 8 cats during conditioning. Responses were defined as EMG
responses of greater than 5 sd above the pre-CS (spontaneous) mean. During
training, CRs increased with trials reaching asymptote (74% CRs) within 9 trials.
Responses were classified into four windows (0-80 ms, 101-200 ms, 201-260 ms,
261-300 ms; top to bottom, respectively). Cats made more responses to the CS than
DS when responses of greater than 101 ms were analyzed. During extinction cats
made more responses to the CS than to the DS, but by the ninth trial of

extinction there was little responding to either the CS or DS.
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CURRICULUM VITA

Nawaea ALtila Baianyi

Date and Place of Birth: August 4, 1951: Egerbocs, Hungary

Marital Status: Married

Education: 1977 - Ph.D. Attila Jozsef University of Sciences,
Szeged, Hungary

Positions Held:

1985 (Present) Visiting Research Physiologist, Psychiatry & Biobehavioral
Sciences, Mental Retardation Research Center, University of
California, Los Angeles

1981 - 1983 Visiting Research Scientist, Brain Research Institute,
University of California, Los Angeles

1981 (Present) Lecturer, Department of Comparative Physiology, Attila Jozsef
University of Sciences, Szeged, Hungary

1975 - 1977 Assistant Lecturer, Department of Comparative Physiology,
Attila Jozsef University of Sciences, Szeged, Hungary
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CURRICULUM VITA

Name: Nahum Allon

Born: May 2, 1945 ISRAEL

Marital Status: Married, 2 children

Present Address: Israel Institute of Biological Research
Ness Ziona 70450 ISRAEL

1963-1966: Military Service as an officer

1967-1970: B.Sc. in Biology, Tel Aviv University

1970-1973 "Studies on venom synthesis, secretion and injection in
viperid snakes" M.Sc. thesis under the supervision of
Prof. E. Kochva, in the Department of Zoology, Tel Aviv
University

1972-1979: "Neural activity in the medial geniculate body of
squirrel monkey (Saimiri sciureus) in response to
auditory stimuli" Ph.D. thesis under the supervision
of Dr. Z. Wollberg in the Department of Zoology, Tel
Aviv University

1979-1982 Assistant Research Psychophysiologist
Neuropsychiatric Institute, UCLA
Supervisor: C.D. Woody, M.D.

1983- Israel Institute of Biological Research

Recent Research: 1. Changes in excitability of units in cat peiicruciate
cortex to weak extracellular stimulation during
conditioning

2. The ionic mechanism underlying the excitation of
cells in the motor cortex by weak extracellular
currents
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Kochva, E., Oron, U., Bdolah, A., and Allon, N. (1972) Regulacao da secrecao e
injecao de venamo em sepentes viperideos. Simposio: "Aplicacao de venenos
das serpentes em Problemas de Farmacologia e Bioquimica cellular". Ribeirao
Preto S.P. Brazil.
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CURRICULUM VITAE

Name: Shuji Aou

Date and Place of Birth: October 21, 1952: Simouoseki, JAPAN

Marital Status: Harried - two children

Present Address: Department of Biological Control System, National
Institute, Physiological Sciences, Hyokaiji, Okazaki
444, JAPAN

Education:

1977 - M.D. (Medical B.S.)
Faculty of Medicine,-Kyushu University

1982 - Ph.D. (Doctor of Medical Science)
Faculty of Medicine, Kyushu University

Positions Held:

1982- Research associate, Department of Biological
control system, National Institute for
Physiological Sciences, Okazaki

1983- Instructor (part-time), Department of Physiology,
Nihon University School of Medicine, Itabashi,
Tokyo

1984- Instructor (part-time), Department of Physiology,
Faculty of Medicine, Kyushu University, Fukuoka

Professional Societies:

Member, Japan Physiological Society
Member, Society of Psychosomatic Medicine, Japan
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Recent Publications
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activity in monkey orbitofrontal cortex during bar press feeding task.
Brain Res. 275:178-182, 1983.
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Mizuno, Y., and Katafuchi, T. Cholinergic role in monkey dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex during bar press feeding task. Brain Res. 278:185-194,
1983.
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the monkey orbitofrontal cortex during thermoregulatory and feeding
behaviors. J. Physiol. Japan 45:594, 1983.

Aou, S., Oomura, Y., Lenard, L., Nishino, H., Minami, T., Misaki, H., and
Inokuchi, A. Behavioral significance of monkey hypothalamic
glucose-sensitive neurons. Brain Res., in press.

Aou, S., Woody, C.D., Oomura, Y., Nishino, H., and Lenard, L. Effect of
hypothalamic stimulation on "ntracellular neuron activity of motor cortex
in awake monkeys. Neurosci. Letter Suppl. 17:s60, 1984.

Aou, S., Woody, C.D., Oomura Y., and Nishino, H. Effects of reward-related
hypothalamic stimulation on neuron activity of the motor cortex in the
monkey. Soc. Neurosci. Abstr. 10:312, 1984.
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'. Curriculum vitae, Tamas Bartfai

S.

1948 Born in Budapest, Hungary

1966-1971 Graduate studies at EStv~s Lordnd University,
Faculty of Natural Sciences, in Chemistry,
physics and mathematics

1971-1973 Graduate studies in biochemistry at the
Department of Biochemistry, University of
Stockholm.

1973 Ph.D. in biochemistry: (Thesis: Mathematical mo-
deling in enzyme kinetics; Steady state kinetic
model of glyoxalase I).

1973- Teaching at the Department of Biochemistry,
University of Stockholm.

1975 Docent in Biochemistry

Professlonal experience

1563-1970 Research associate at the Central Research
Institute for Physics, Budapest.

1970 Mathematical modeling for the Bureau of Chemical
Engineering, Budapest.

1972-1973 Instructor in Biochemistry, Stockholm.

1973 Lecturer in Biochemistry. (Teaching on graduate
courses General Biochemistry, Enzymology,
Neurochemistry).

1974 (June, Visiting scientist at Hadassah Medical School,
August) Jerusalem, in Professor Shimon Gatt's laboratory.

1976 Jan- Visiting Assitant Professor at Yale University,
1977 June Medical School, Department of Pharmacology in

Professor Paul Greengarrd's laboratory: Research
and teaching.

1977 July Appointed as senior lecturer or "tenured Assoc.
Professor" in the Department of Biochemistry,
Arrhenius Laboratory, University of Stockholm.
Chairman Professor Lars Ernster.

Invi'ed symposia lecture were given:

Lincerstrom-Lang Conference 1974, Oslo, organizer Dr. E. Kvamme.

Chciiergic Meeting 1977, La Jolla, organizer Dr. D.J. Jenden.
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International Congress of Neurochemistry, Copenhagen, 1977.

Cyclic Nucleotides and CNS, Treverro, Italy, 1977.

Int-rnational symposium on Cholinergic Mechanisms .1980, Florence,
Italy.

Meeting of European Society for Neurochemistry, Catania, 1981.

Symposium on Peptides in the CNS, Weizmann Institute, 1981.

Symposium on Cholinergic Mechanisms at the Council of Europe,
Strassbourg, 1982.

European Symposium on Cell Regulation, Strassbourg, 1983.

Meeting of the International Society for Neurochemistry,
Vancouver, 1983.

"On Neural Substrates of Conditioning", Symposium in Woods Hole,

1983.

Seminars:

Hadassah, Dept. of Biochemistry, Jerusalem.
Weizmann Institute, Rehovot
Yale University, Dept. of Pharmacology
Harvard University, Dept. of Neurobiology
Columbia University, Section of Neurobiology
UCLA, Dept. of Pharmacology
Ciyt of Hope
Tel Aviv University, Dept. of Biochemistry
NIH, Preclinical Pharmacology
Rockefeller University
University of Maryland
Marine Biological Station, Woods Hole
Mario Negri Institute, Milan

Served as a teacher on the courses in Neurochemistry organized by
the European Molecular Biology Organization.

Awards:

1966 Eotvo*s Prize in Chemistry
1976 European Molecular Biology organisation long term fellow-

ship
1977 Liljevalch's Jr. Stipend
1978 Ekstroms Stipendium
1982/83 Fellowship from the University of Stockholm for research

for senior lecturers.
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Research support:

Swedish Medical Research Council
Swe.dish Cancer Society
Natitbnal Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda
Swedish Board for Planning Research

Letters of recommendation could be obtained from Professor Lars
Ernster, Department of Biochemistry, Arrhenius Laboratory, 106 91
Stockholm, Sweden. Professor Paul Greengard, Department of
Pharmacology, Yale University Medical School, Cedar str 333, New
Haven, Conn 06510, USA. Professor Shimon Gatt, Department of
Biochemistry, Laboratory of Neurochemistry, Hadassah Medical
School, Hebrew University, Jerusalem POB 1172, Israel.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS

1. Bartfai, T., Nordstrom, 0., and Tjornhamnnar, H.L. Cyclic guanosine
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effects. Progress in Pharmacol. 4/.1, 151-157, (1980).

2. Lundberg, J.M., Hedlund, B., and Bartfait R. Vasoactive intestinal
polypeptide (VIP) enhances muscarinic ligand binding in the cat submandibular
salivary gland. Nature 5845, 147-149, (1982).

3. Hedlund, B., Grynfarb, M., and Bartfai, T. Two ligands may bind
simultaneously to the muscarinic receptor. Naunyn-Bchiedeberg,'s
Arch. Pharmacol. 320, 3-13 (1982).

4. 9lberte, P., Bartfai, T., and Stjarne, L. Atropine effects on
H-acetylcholine snczmtion from guinea pig myenteric plexus evoked

electrically or hy high potassium. J. Physiol. 329, 93-112 (1982).

5. Hedlund, B., Abens, J., and Bartfali T. Chronic atropine treatment induces
supersensitivity of VIP receptors and muscarinic receptors in the rat salivary
gland, Science 200, 519-520, (1983).

6. Tjornhammar, H.L., Lazaridis, C., and Bartfai, T. Cyclic GMP efflux from
liver slices, J. Biol. Chem. 258, 6882-6886, (1983).

7. Lundberg, J.M., Hedlund, B., Anggard, A., Fahrenkrug, J.p Hokfeldt, T.,
Tatemoto, K., and Bartfai, T. Costerage of peptides and classical
transmitters in neurons. Media Hoecht Bd. 18, ., 1-9, (1983).

8. 3eterson, L.L., and Bartfai, T. In vitro and in vivo inhibition of
"H-imipramine binding by cadmium. Eur. J. Pharm. 90, 289-292, (1983).
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Curriculum Vita

Neil E. Berthier

April 1983

I• Personal: Born July 1, 1953; Married; SSN 433-72-0767;
Telephone 213-825-0187.

II. Educational Background:

A. Attended University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma. from
September 1975 to November 1980. M.S. May, 1978, Ph.D.
February, 1981. Psychology, concentration in Neurobiology of
Learning and Memory, Advisor J.W. Moore.

B. Attended Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
Blacksburg, Va. fr6m September 1971 to March, 1975. B.S. June
1975 with Distinction in Psychology.

C. Graduate Courses Taken:

Statistical Inference in Psychology
Physiological Psychology.
Neuroanatomy
Advanced Applied Statistics
Conditioning
Comparative Neurophysiology
Psychopharmacology
Animal Learning
Human Information Processing
Neurobiology of Learning and Memory
Developmental Neurobiology
Experimental Neurophysiology

Courses Audited:

Calculus I, II, and Multivariate Calculus
Minicomputers
Neurochemistry

D. Student in the January 1982 Neurobiology course at the Marine
Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Ia.

III. Professional Positions:

A. Assistant Research Neurobiologist, January, 1981 to present,
Department of Psychiatry, Mental Retardation Research Center,
Neuropsychiatric Institute, UCLA Medical Center, Los Angeles, Ca
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B. Teaching Assistant and Associate, September 1975 to May 1980,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst Ma. Assisted and prepared
exams and lectures for courses in Physiological Psychology,
Animal Learning, Statistics, Methods, and Introductory
Psychology.

IV. Professional Specialties and memberships:

Neurobiology of Learning and Memory, Animal Learning.

Member of the Society for Neuroscience

V. References:

Dr. J.W. Moore, Department of Psychology,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst Ma. 01003

Dr. C.D. Woody, Departments of Psychiatry and Anatomy
University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, Ca. 90024

Dr. D.L. Alkon, Laboratory of Biophysics, Marine Biological
Laboratory, Woods Hole, Ma. 02543

Dr. G.A. Wyse, Department of Zoology,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst Ma. 01003

VI. Publications and Presentations:

Berthier, N.E., Spinelli, D.N., Solomon, P.R. & Moore, J.W.
Fiber-sparing lesions of the central nervous system produced by
cyanide. Presented by Moore at the European Brain and Behavior
Society's workshop on the Cerebral Commissures. Rotterdam, March,
1977.

Moore, J.W., Yeo, C. & Berthier, N.E. Brain mechanisms of Pavlovian
inhibition. Presented at the Annual meeting of the Psychonomic
Society, San Antonio, 1978.

Powell, G.M., Berthier, N.E. & Moore, J.W. Efferent neuronal control
of the nictitating membrane in rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus): A
reexamination. Physiology & Behavior, 1979, 23, 299-308.

Berthier, N.E. & Moore, J.W. Role of the extraocular muscle in rabbit
(Oryctolagus cuniculus) nictitating membrane response. Physiology
& Behavior, 1980, 24, 931-937.

Berthier, N.E. & Moore, J.W. Spatial differential conditioning of the
nictitating membrane response in hippocampectomized rabbits.
Physiological Psychology, 1980, 8, 451-454.

Berthier, N.E. & Moore, J.W. Disrupted conditioned inhibition of the
rabbit nictitating membrane response following mesencephalic

lesions. Physiology & Behavior, 1980, 25, 667-673.
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Berthier, N.E. & Moore, J.W. Multiple unit activity of the abducens
nerve in the anesthetized and paralyzed rabbit. Society for
Neuroscience Abstracts, 1980, 6, 427.

Berthier, N.E., Betts, B. & Woody, C.D. Rapid eyeblink conditioning:
response topography. Society for Neuroscience Abstracts, 1981, 7,
750.

Desmond, J.E., Berthier, N.E. & Moore, J.W. Brains stem elements
essential for the classically conditioned nictitating membrane
response of rabbit. Society for Neuroscience Abstracts, 1981, 7,
"650.

Moore, J.W., Berthier, N.E. & Desmond, J.E. Brain stem
electrophysiological correlates of the classically conditioned
nictitating membrane response in rabbit. Society for Neuroscience
Abstracts, 1981, 7, 358.

Moore, J.W., Desmond, J.E. & Berthier, N.E. The metencephalic basis
of the conditioned nictitating membrane response. In
Conditioning: Representation of Involved Neural Functions. C.D.
Woody (Ed.), New York: Plenum, 1982.

Berthier, N.E., Betts, B. & Woody, C.D. Discrimination conditioning
of eyeblink with aversive brain stimulation. Society for
Neuroscience Abstracts, 1982, 8, 315.

Berthier, N.E. & Moore, J.W. The unconditioned nictitating membrane
response: The role of the abducens nerve and nucleus and the
accessory abducens nucleus in the rabbit, Brain Research, 1983,
258, 201-210.

Kim, E.H-J., Woody, C.D. & Berthier, N.E. Rapid acquisition of
conditioned eyeblink responses in cats following pairing of an
auditory conditioned stimulus with glabella tap uncondicioned
stimulus and hypothalamic stimulation, Journal of
Neurophysiology, 1982, 49, 767-779.

Woody, C.D., Kim, E.H-J. & Berthier, N.E. Effects of hypothalamic
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Excerpted from Memorv, Learning, and Higher Function by Charles D. Woody
Springer-Verlag, New York, 1982..

Chapter 7

Cybernetics: A Means for Analysis of
Neural Networks

The deelopment of rhe sracircl :heor of commwuric.riofr is,7a l7dn-b,r
fn the hirroiy of commrdunc-:ion theory. our primary cornceir in a copn-
municaz jon or con rrol p)rcbiern is rihefltow of rneszzges. Since the cen.rcl
idea in dienranuscaic tJ.srory isfilar messg9cS and noise should be considi2ed
asrarfITdD)m phenomena, the :heory ir~corporares probabiliivth ieoryzidgenz-
ercijed ,ý-.arrnonic anciysis in i~s fu.?~n

(Y. W. Lme 1960)

Commionsense approaches to an understandine of -higher function" are use-
ful but, as we have seen, are basically introspec~ive. Such c~raches could be
ill ad~ristd if~used anaiytically because of their intinisic susceptibii~ty to errors,
particularly those of the type Illustrated in Fig. 6.6. Other, more objective
means must be fouad to analyze the cznmprex -integrative functions of neural

V networks. As our knowledee of anatornicall'y and physioclcniclly based mern-
cry and learning advances, so must our !x~ressicrt of thi-s 1nowledge. T-he

0~~~~1 fo=o hsimrvde tssion is 1Uýe~y to be mnatherratficai and as soec~flc
as expression of our modem knowledse of zenetics and the senetic Codes.

N The purpose of this chapter is to explorr some of -zhe forms that are likely to
serve for expression of our knowledge of rnemono and !eajrning.

Analysis of large populations of neurons can, in princi =le, be approached
froma the same standpoint as analysis of numnerically small reilex networks.
The analysis requires applic~tion of systems approaches fromn engineering
disciplines plus consideration of the Uintizing physiologic constraints that
apply to each system analyzed. Ln addition, since large po-pulations of neurons
deal substantially with the processing of informnation, th'eir overall analysis
requires concepts from informnation theory.

This concluding chapter examnines possible means for analyzing complex
rysem usn -mneatics, enz~neering, and phys-,cs. The approach is called

systems analysis, but when applied to adaptive systemns, it is more properly

&*IiSI I I I ;r
9.ý : ,-I-I,1
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termed cibe.rnetics, the analytic science that deals with the control of infor-
mation processing in man and machine. By using the techniques described
herein, a rigorous analysis can be made of linear information processing
systems and, penhaps. of some nonlinear systems as weil [582,583,1086].
Some reflexes within the brain can be assumed to behave as a linear system'

and n be investigted by lnear systems analysis f429,11231. Such an
analysis, though properly appicable only to theoretical systems meeting strict
statistical criteria, still prov•ides the most useful beginning toward a rigorous

analysis of compelx nerve networks. It smplifies the complexities of the net-
wor3kcs, leads to formulations of the transforms of given inputs into particular
outputs, and generates more precise transforms than those presently existing.

A few suitable modeis of informration transfer in the brain have been de-
veloped that are amenable to mathematical analysis [cf':18-22,366,338-841,
883,1033-10381. The most elegant of these deals with image recognition, i.e.
the un.smirssion and processing of sersory labeled messages arising at the
receptors. Minsky and Papert [6721 have transformed certain problems of
imate recoanition into problems of greometry-a transformation that elegantly

simplifies many problems of analysis. Then, they have devised a theorem, the
Group Invarianc: T•heorem, that provides a general analytic solution for one.

set of the geometry. In application, the Group Invariance Thcorern (p. 388)
adequately describes the gecmetry of sensory reception for the components
of two s-ecific models of elements of an image recognition network, the per-
ceptron and the informon. In these models. as in the brain itself, line labeling
appear to be the key to fodlowing the flow of information throuah its com-
plex transformation from sensory input into motcor output. Flowz.,ahs and

linear systems analysis are also helpful in this .egard.
Each of these analytic approaches properly begins by considering known

constraints on the system to be analyzed. Therefore, before discussing the
models and their analysis, some constaints on information processing that
any useful model ofbrain function should satisfy will be considered.

Constraints

T7me Caosmn== of Neural Information Flow

How rapidly can information be t-anismted and processed within the CNS?

Con.ducton Tine and Transmission Dday
As noted earlier in Chapter 2, the re of nerve conduction is a function of
fiber size, with large axons conduct.ng more rapidly than small axons. Trans-

mission of an electrically propapted impulse along a neuron may proceed as

rapidly as i60 m/sec in the dorsal soinocerebeilar tract of the cat [369] or as
slowly as 0.5 m/sec in the finest., urmyelinated axons of the spinothalarnic
system [693]. Thus, while it could take as little as 2 msec for proprioceptive

information concerning hindleg position to reach the cerebellum of the cat

(a distance of about 320 mm), it could take as long as 640 msec for infor-

..--...
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Automata Design

L Recaptors

IL Spatial signal-serial processor-temporal code

AS a

at-a: =(A)at-d: -- [ - ( )

%• 0

/1, B 0 0

lay butthen: -------
elements . - -

"-0 clock 0 A

"'fl. Spatial signal-parallel processor-Spatial coda
9 a, = 3; 9a2 = 3:

A,B AS as Discriminates 6, but not A, 0

"" -1 8 0 10  
8a= 2:a 2 2:

8,0D •--F , - Discriminates A, B, 0 and survives

__ 
8a---0 28 6  2 .a=1

20 Discriminates A, 8, 0 and survives

ablation of any 1 of 3 inputs to a1

F aan2or O 2

Fig. 7.5. Examples of the components of different automata. I Receptor ele-
ment: common to each example. The uppermosr of the four element: is re-

ceptive to (and intersected by) the letters A and 3 but not D. The lowest ele-
ment is receptive to B only. The receotivity of the remaining two element: ir

* as indicated. If-IV. Automata with different network architecrures: I1. ser-ti

time dependent, ill ,par.,,el perceptron, IV, parailel pandemonium. In II three

-" -0 ,- A- i
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IV. Feature weighting and analysis plus feedback control

AecaPtan Oaaa 6al.yzetu integatees

f ~ eecabacK control

"Pandemonium"

V. Featuredet action and evolution

/1 121/ Cognitive (1j,' or integrative 1,I a

Data analyzers, a. with7 feature weit'/;tircg()

#1, 82- a,,, are various analytic operators: Selection is based on
e.g., template matc.iing, summing, the sum W[ ot the
differentiating, etc. weightings 11 of the a

Individual features ana~yzed

diffel-nr coded out pu= of th-e decisional element. d, are shown to the right.
Below, the ambiguity of th~is codingr is ilustrated wizen its beg-inning, inrinme is
uncert~ain. 1n: 51 changing d. th e numb er of in , :.ts required to fire the second
order elements, chaangrs :he d~scririnadvie Property of the nerivork- -z dis-
cused in the text and summarized in.1he diagram to thre right. In 5V a rarizznon
an XL introduces feature derecnon (e.g-, summation, filtering. etc.) as well as
feedback control (heavy dashed line) into the circuit. A version of 17 is
shown below (Y) in whsiich details have been inserted after Selrrridge' ;ande-
monium [8831. Selection of evjaiatzon of the individual demons for permu-
tarion is based on W.the sum of the weight-rngs, Xj. of the individu~al feature
detectrs. zj

The filled circles represent seriali timne delay elements. 7he elements comn-

prised by dashed lines represent a clocking -nechanism that keeps track of
time foll~owing presentation Of the stiMUlus Partern at3 the reczptorms.
Depending on which receptor -Ls activated, a time coded -ina 1---1,o

-1 il begeertedatth deisonmakngcieen, - Ntetht i tac
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is not kept of time (see Fig. 7.5, 11, lower right), the code becomes am-
biguous. Though the example is overs-irpLified, it is quite representratve of
the type of processing that is widely used in digital computers.

The term parallel processing was originally used to designate perform,.ance
of the same processing operation by more than one channel at a time. The
purpose -was to support majority logic and redundant siai processing as dis-
cussed earlier. Multiplexed. parallel processing resembles much of the process-
ing done by the brain. In the example shown in Fig. 7.5, III, the second-order
elements receive redundant messages and parallel processing is used to gener-
ate a "decisional" output at element "d". As can be seen, this type of pro-
cessing has remarkable sorting or discriminative properties when adaptation is
introduced.

If each of the second order elements in Fig. 7.5 i11 is set, to fire when thLree
inputs are received (3/3), the net'xork wil distinguish B, but nor A from
D, i.e., a, (fires) = B. If the "threshold" is reduced to discharge upon re-
ception of two inputs (2/2), the network will then discr-i-ninate A,, . and
D. An A will be designated by no discharge, a B by discharge of both
elements, and a D by discharge of the lower element, Lie., i a A (or
nothing presented), aa, = B, a taa = D. Nloreover, the network wiL
continue to function despite deszuction of any on- of the three Lnput
lines to the upper element.

Although one must beware of making exact tranoositions between
mechanical and physiologic models, many of the same, zenerie theoretia-i

considerations concerning learning, memory, and even higher functior zcolv
to machines as to physiologic systems. The macihnes •••e us a chysica. model
which is more accessible to analysis and is more easily studied. Th.ree machine
automata stand out from .he others in providing insizhtful models of learr,.ing

operations, component inte-ractons, and the constrants thereof. They are the
perceptron, pandemonium, and the informon.

Perceptron

The perceptron represents an early attempt by Rosenblatt and coUea•-es to

develop a learning. automaton based on their concentions of brain or'niz-a-
tion L838-8411. In this device, the components cconsist simply of modiilable
elements and their interconnections. As shown in Fig. 726, c is the sum or"

the components c(X), each weighted by a,,,. VW'hen the wetch:iris are nmodifed

(An), the system can adapt to distinguish a particular input, identified when

,is > some predetermined value, 9.

P = (X) > ,(7.2)

where &a reflects adaptation.
The example of parallel processing (Fig. 7-5, 111) can be viewed as a "r-

ceptrdn by making d = f and considering a, and a, as ha-ng weihted inputs
depending on the threshold settings, 9a,

• ,••,..•-%,•-'.''. %•'.' %,..•-,...•.,-.-.. ... ... . .
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In such systems, the performance of pattern recomit.ion can be a=i.velv

improved with relativc!v sim--1e zlgorir.hms of Clement mcdiI'Ct:on as iJus-

trated in Fig. 7.5 (additional zigonithms are listed on p. 3:;_f). "Utho t

can be done among elements with randorniv o.ganiz-d connec.ions, as tite
original perceptron demonstrated, a more e.ticient ooer.a:on wll be z,',-ýd
by a nonrandomly orranized network. Thus, the or=aruzz:ton Of the adptive

network may become a critical -ariable in the learnig operta.ions that at,:

performed by such a system.

Pandemonium

An example of a nonrandormly organized automaton is ptcndemonz~im of

Oliver Selfridge [8831. Its organization is hierarc2hic.!, being characterized
.by multiple layers supporting different operations as shwn in Fig. 7.5, IV

and V. The initial layer asmin consists of simple receptor cr d--= coLlect•s

elements, termed data demons by Sefridge. The second layer consists of

specialized analyzers or computational demons. They process incoming d.tl
-by stereotyped procedures such as matched gsunmnaon, or dif• ren-
tiation. The third layer consists of inie,--,-zors or cognitive demo,"s. They inte-

grate weighted inputs from various computational demons. FiLE'y, a decision
maker or "decision demon" selects the loudest or mort active cogrutive
demon(s) and by its (their) identity gives priority to a selected set of recectors.

Within this hierarchy, adaptation occu,"s according to rules of reinforce-

ment specified in :ermrrs of the effectiveness of each element in perfon-ming the
selected recomition task. Elements which are more contributor; to succesfuSi
image recognition are positively reinforced by increasing their weighting. Ee-.

ments which are less contributory are elirnnrnated. Permutat.ions of the -aaiy-

tic algorithns of successful elements are ýenerated to eollacc those of un.suc- ",
cessful elements. Hil.-climbing techniques are used to secure c-ontinued ira-

provements of the adaptations with extensive attention paid to the problem
of avoiding false peaks.

Several insights into adaptive information processing are provided by pan-
demonium. Pandemonium is characterizedzasa chaotic operaton with demons,
subdemons, and sub-subdemons shrieking their outputs, adapting, decid.nz.

and sometimes evolhin2. However, the chaos turns out to -e more orded'y than
expected. All the analyic functions ax. parmcularized and a:e. 'o a sific"nt, 0
degree, predetermined. Despite the great degee of adaptabili.v within t"e

hierarchy, the hierarchy is relatively fixed. The reason for zhis is that, al-
though the adaptability permits evolution, it. is along a predic:able pathway,

and occurs within a particular hierarchy. (This feature appears to have led
this particular automata to a particularly tenadous pursuit of fa.se peaks

during hill-climbing adaptive operations.) Differences in the desipi of the 4

hierarchy selected for Pandemonium versus that shown in Fig. 3.42 may

therefore be of some consequence. The ability to switch between elements

may need to be matched by an ability to switch between hierarchies.

I~ ~ ,%,%.:_......, .7,..."' :
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Informon

The informon mode! of Uttley [1033-1038] tzkes a somewhat different
approach to the desip of an automaton, concentrating on improving the
construction of the fundamental adaptive element itself. The basic tnformon
consists of a singe eiezent with multiple inputs F('xnJ and an output (Fig.
7.6). The inputs have variable weizhtin;s, c. One of the inputs is defined as a
reinforcing input F(:) with a fixed negative weig._ting, -k. There is also pro-
vision for negative feedb ack of information concerming the operational state
of the element, F(Y). Ten negative feedback is required for stability of the
adaptive process. F(Y) is some function of the outp=t of the element prior to
the state of binary, spike discharge. There is finzaly a threshold device, 8, at
or just before the output, which can be used to discriminate between different
sets of inputs.

Several additional variables (or constraints) are required for the informon
to discriminate suc.essfully one particular input F(xi) from another,F(xfi).
These am:

S1. The algorithm by which aj is altered (A a).
2. The need for a reinforcing input, F(:I, to distinguish or identify which in-

put signal is the particular sizal to be discr.minated.
3. The need to achieve some system normalization through negative (not

positive) feedback of information regarding the current system state,
F(Y,

Note '.so that.by =.3cing Lhe adaptive algorithm correc:ly (e.g., log of the
mutual infor,,nmation between incuts), one can geatly facilitate both normaii-
zation and input diLsermination.

Algorithn for 6a
The trick here is to choose an algorithm that will produce S-shaped adaptive
operations such as are found with conditioning or other simcle forms of
learning. It-wfll also be useful to have a decay or extinction phase of adap-
tation. Adaptation is performed by. changing the weighting, a, of an input.

Simple laformon

S- -

Inputs Owut
F(x,) F(Y)

/
(Reinforcer)

Fig. 7.S. The basic informon element. See texr c, ,r . tf,:Lr. .4P'er
Uttiey [108].)

S4

q ~ N
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Figure 7.7 shows such an operation zraphically and enables us -o see how a,
particular chcice of algornthm may or may not produce a s:amble change L
weighting.

Uttley points out that analysis in the phase plane between chsanige in
a(Le, Aa) and a itself reveals the limitations of ce.:ain z-aor, 'Hs, notably
those proposed by Hebb [397] and by Brindley [97] and .ar:r (646] . Thrs is
shown in Fig. 7.8.

Hebb's postulate that an input causes an increased output sLimply indi-
cates that if a is positive so must be Aa. This postulate places the algo-
rithm for acquisition within the right upper quadrant (-r-+) of Fir. 7.3, but
fails to specify a relationship or slope between variables za and .. Brindley
(97] and Mart (6461, in effect, consider a pathway with two states, one
initial and one flna!, in which Aa and a increase together. Wth Umitins %
values this reduces to an all-or-none, two state process. Without L-ni-in.g
values this represent, an unstable system with positive fee-dback which wvL]
lead to regenerative explosion (line "a" in Fig. 7.8)." Uttley picks an
algorithm which allows tlhe values of Aa and a to flucruate in th1e manner
shown by lines "b" and "c" of Fig- 7.8 (10361.

System Normalization by Feed Ecbf System Scare - --
--Uttley points out that restnerative explosion may be avoided by introducing

a normalization process, such as that of Maisbur_ (10471. However, M is.
burg's type of normalization shows an overly restrictive range of successful

Adaptation in an Informon

a Stable a Unstable

Acquisition
Extinction Acquisition

) nine " i Ime

Fig. 7.7. Adapzraon in an informon involves changes in •t, he ieighirr - of
input, over trime. In the example to the left an incre-se in a oc•zrs durug iac-
quisirion of inpur faciira:zon and a decrease occr a during i-: ex:znc:ion or
defaciliration. The parallel between this and conditioned behavior :s dej.ibe, t e.
In the example to the right acquiison is an unstable process with a declining
unintentionally past a certain transition point. This may occur beczuse of fazi-
ure to regulate the system state appropr=tely during the adaptive process. See
text for further details about regulating the system stare (After Urtley [1036/.)

"his problem is avoidcd in some nanLincax systems that change state as leveLs reach cer-
tai limias.
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Phase Plane Between Aarand a

/
/

/ /

6a/ +

/+

a max

Fig. 7.8. Phase plane of c versus change in a (L.e., Ž.a). Sta•e changes along
"a'* such as those proposed by Marr /646] and Brindley [97] are unstable,
while those along '"b" or •" are not. b mirrors the srare c.hange durtnf acqui-

sition in Fig. 7.7; "c' mirrors the state change during extinction. (After Utr!ey

[10361.)

operation when applied to a system with positive feedback. To avoid :hds,

Uttley turns to negative feedback as shown in Eq. 7-3b. -1Thus, the adaptation

of his element, and pro•-ably some neuronal e!ements as well, deoends critical-
"ly on negati'e feedback of nzfcr•rarion concering the sy)stem stare, F(YI.
Normalization results in part from the neprtive feedback of information con-
ceming the system state (Fig. 7.9) and in part from the r&:oie of adaptive

algorithms descri'oed below (Eqs. 7-3a, 7-3b, and 7.5).

-ki -F(xi)F(Y), (7 3 a)

where F(Y)=] I Frxi]a i and k is a positive constant.
* However, this is still not enou_.hI to penru.t successfui input disc-mirno

which, deoends additionally upon introduction of a 'eior=gL-.I:,ut.

Reinforring Input

Reinforcement, or identification of the particular input F(xi) to be discrimi-
nated or enhanced by increasing ai, is done by introducing a separate, label-
ing input Ffz) with a. fixed and negative (Eq. 7-3b).

Aaji -kF(xi7) rhF(x) aj + F.z) a..] 7-3b)

Given an input F(xi), aj will increase if F(:) is present and will derease
if F(:z) is absent. With repeated reinforcement. aj assumes the function of the
acquisition curve shown in Fig. 7.7 (left) with zaj =oaax - ai (line -b" of

%
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Signiricance of Locus of Negative Feedback of Information Concerning S,,stem State
Relative to Level at which the System State Becomes a Binury, All-.or-None Output

System A
negative fee.!ack, Reaion of nary

tran•formation

lAdao~tiveLM
(element -"K"

System B
negative feecback Re-ion Of 6inary

I Adaptive 
transformation

SAdaptve ni

element "Not OY1.*

Fig. 7.9. By changing the locus. of ne-V&zive feedback so h-.zr instead of samn-.
ting :he internal state of the adaptive eLt.rnent, as in (A), one sarmics only the
binary output of the adaptive e!emend, as in (B), one lose: informa.ion re-
quired for normalization and an unsarisfacrory adaptive proce:s may ensue
The location of the birnary encoder is shown by Ilj (C/iUU:l!ey [1033].)

Fig. 7.8). Without reinforcement, ai assumes the function of the extinction
curve in Fig. 7.7 (left), with A,, = ai (line "c" of Fig. 7.S). Without a rein-
forcer, F(zW, a curve such as that shown in Fig 7.7 (right) would be obtained.

The transfer properties of Uttley's ad-aptive element are desigied then to
simulate the S-shaped acquisition curve of conditioning plus its decrement
during extinction. Considerable attention is also paid to controLLing and 1.-mit-

ing elemental adaptation by dosed loop, negative feetfdback of the element's
internal state. This variable provides a sipificant ccsL-,int on the operation
"of the adaptiye element and may constitute a general re.--ement of suc~ss-
ful self-organizing adaptive o•erations.

Mutual Inforrmation Cornr-a-s i
Uttley imposes one further constraint on the operation of an inforrnon, name-
ly, that a be a modification of Shannon's mutual information function".

P(xi and Y)

log, P( (xi: Y)

*vee p. 381

0V

0%
1Z
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This coas~raint can be appvlied to teoperaticn specifled Li Eq. .3 b.As a
result:

a K[InF(tx) -r ln.FF(Y) - in.Flxz)F(Y)1 (7.4)

or to simplify

Thus, an increase in F(xi) will result in an increase in Ca;; an increase in
F(Y) v-12l also increase cri, but an incre-ise in .'ýYxj) F(Y) wull decrecase a;.41

In summ~rary, pardiele processing sys.ems with adaptive elements avppear +to

handle ciisc~irination tasks quite easily. Hirrnciyorganize-d nenworks,
su.ch as pandemonium, with non-uniform elements and soedialLzed adaptive
properties can handle some form's of learm-ing with particular ease, but may
cling tena ~ously to errors in discr.iminarion arising from their particular de-2
sign. (This erroneous "behavior" is not unlike that of perseverationi and neg.
lec: described in Chaptc: 5.) Other automata, such as the informcn, may rely
on optirrruzed properties, of more uniform adza:tive telements. As Uttley has
shown (1036-1038]. the adaptive weightings must &ha~nge Lin ways that are
nonexplosive. Introduction of negative feedback of iniforn.=0on concerni1ng
the state of the controlled systemn c=n contribute to a norm a~lizatioCn ?roce-ss
which, in turn, cani re-duce the pcssibility of ex-,losive Chana1C. Other- feaVur-S
such as relaxation of iraedweighting and discTiminative control of the
weicrhting chanres of cterazn mmnuts requjie a~dd-itinal featurts. 7hese may
include parzicu.larized dependencies between lzussuch as the mutual Linfor-
mnation feature of Uttley's model or lah -- d reintorcing in-uts such as Fi'z) of
Uttlev's model.'

By slirhtly redefining Uttley's rircuits (Fig. 7.10), it i~s possible to form
dosed loo-, positive feedback pathwavs tha-T might support motor la1beling in
classical, assodative ccnd:icir'ing (see C.hsapi!- 3). Positive feedback would
augment a prarticular mnessage of motor sizruf~iczrncz tranasritted within a spe- e
diEc, closed loco circuit. T-he augmented ntesszge woulid 1`azlitaze !he forma-
tion of adaptations along Lhe pathway. Another mechaniýsm (e.g. inlactivation)
would be recuired to avoid e'topios~ive chzize.

Further suzport for a possible role of positive fedakin neural control
rsysems IS furnished by F~rtMan's no~del of cl-fac-orv bullb c:rcu-,tr [2991.
In that model, the ef-fect of the stL'muius is to incre,!ase fecdback pin in an en-
serble of neurons 'hat art rect:ptive to the simulus. "Ilf a local ense~mble con-
tminig sensitized subsets that are mutuazlly exc:tatorv is exc~red, the basis
exists for a regenerative increase in 2ctivity in tesToonse to an it-quate stimu-
lus" [2991 . The model has five ma-in firatures:

.i rinmn~ic~tior: prcperly. th~e equ~tion .ncvrpor2rez ýhe ens.'nble average of the fre-
que~nc'.es of u~nal oczuz-Tenct. Sce Unticy 110361
T Furthe: rnazer,21 ccncermin? ln~es eq *uji~ons can be round on pp. 38138123
'FOT fwri.e parl1cý;ý.JrL:lons of Iner-ni, z Ul:!Zv. M. \..frs;o rn-~c
Mhe ervour .S)-ver. Lonoon: Ac~de-nic ?;:e:i, ]979.
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Feedback of Motor Labeled Information

I -+
4 -IMotor lateler

F(X1) {

us

Fig. 7.10. Schema for mo tor (M) labeled reinforcements derived from U rrley"'s
Vinformon modeL The U- icrivares neuron. which act direc:ly (or indirec-ty]
as the F(z) input. Selective labeling of the -upsiream" neurons which projecr.
:elei''vely, to the activated units it porerzrnIred beczuse of posirPme feedback

*within the cu-cvasrv. For :his schema to operate ruc.-ersI*_-'!, some feZ::~re
such as local recurrent inhibition would be recuired to monitor the system
iatae and prevent explosi;:e buildup from the posuri4e feedback. IS-feedback
of information concerning internal system state.

1. A nonlinear signal rang that is near linear about the onign.
2. Bilateral saturation with gain approaching zero at both extremes of w•e

amplitude (this feature provides stability).
3. A 2:1 asymmetry of !he 1rympI'oCes of the circuit transfer function

(arising from the features of the olfactory bulb and cortical electrophysi-
ology on which the system is modeled).

4. A gain that increases with osi•ive (excxitory) .inut-

S. A gain that is modifiable m a pattern that depends on back--ound or st.ady
state activity, which in turn is presumed to be undeo •ntrifueal control.

The positive feedback should satisfy three constramnts for stabfiiry: (1) the
regenerative effect should not be unduly perturbed by noise, (2) it should be
self-limiting in maximal amplitude, and (3) it ,hould be r-apidly self-lter.:inating
to permit additional inputs to pass [:991 -

Analysis

Analyss of the organization of systems as complex as the brain need not be

considered impossible when systems involving complex corrnunicatnon (tele-
vision), learning (computer automata), elaborate control me&rtanisms (c.uided
mis.iles), and even uncertainty (the atomn have proved amenable to ar~alvs.

rt is possble, in prinaple, to analyze a complex system if it is fihute, obeys

the laws of phy7ics, and meets the constraints of the analytic method.* T=s

S'One should never underestirnate the rnpot'ance o( hh:% latter conside.raton (S"e pp.
322-401 and Epilogue).

* **- 7 * * ** . . . .. .. .
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is So irrespective Of whether *the Ssystemi is biologsical orzrnechanical. Means ex-
ist, such as Linear systems analysis Cu. 366), for partitioning many complex
systems into relevant subooeratiors that. are easie-, to arnaivzt, and somne
neural systemis are a.enable to this fo=n of partitoning [429,1103,11'",
Other means such as fliow 2:aph Eateichnues (p. 368) can be used to anawiyze
neural network operations on a cell to cell 'oasis despite complex inte~rrela-
tionships including feedback between rec~evor and effector functions- Finailly,
means can be found, as by comp~uter simulaticris to reass.emble and test the
analyzed component fiunz-ians with reference to the over-all organization of
the network.

Apart from cornt~lexity, another objection that is frequ~ently raised to
analyzing brain func'tion is that general physicalI theories cornparable to those
found in chemiustry or other basic dscislirL.-s are lacking. While it is =n~e that
theories of information han-dling are not so advanced as those in ot-her fieids,
the existing theories have been found applicable to predictive treatment Of
information hand~lng by real systerns. The usefulness of Shannon's infor- rI
mation coding thecories in the comrnaruncamors in1dustry is well established
and has been complemented by the emersence of additional theories ini the
areas of systems control. The c~hzffenge for neuroscientists is to develop
exensionis of the above thecries- that ame arpd~ile to treatment of speziric
neural inform. tion processing systems-. The basic purpose of the material 'hat
follows is less eiribtious. being simply to outline some of the pctentially e-
vant analytic rnethodc!ogies.

Signal Analysis

The fundamental idea of Wiener and Lee's apFrcach to analysis o f cnuu
cations systemas is t~liat mmaesss, signalsý, and noise should be consii_.-ed sta-
t~istically and described in trsof probabiity theory [HS21. Messages are
information carrying fi.nct~ons,. i.e. member functions in an ensemble, or
numerically large arezate,-of signal (relevant information) cird noise (irneld-
vant information) and theif~combinariom. Carxmunication theory ha-s led to
analysis of linear message-transnission systems u-sinig convolutrin as the basic
analytic device. Given a linear system (p-3 96) andconsideration of sig.nis and
noise as random proctssas [5821, zinal anysis can ':e per,_or-ned by tL-ne 0
series analysis unliinng (1) Fourier series (2) Dowe7 spectral d.-n=*-, ,(3) =r-
relation, and (4) convolution (T able 7.2)_

Most signals to be analIyz-ed within the CNIS are chanies in voltage or cur-
rent as a function of time. To determnine the strcmm~ of a signal., it is analyzed
in terms of its frequency components (c~f. Figs. 5-30, 7.11, 7.12, and 71)
The signal may be described in terms, of its n'..for fiec *uency components
(Figs. 7.11, 7.12) or, more precisely, in termns of th~e power consumed across a
1 ohm resistor by passage of the different frequency components of the signal
(including harmonics). T'he latter is callcd the power spectrald density (Fig. 7.14).
Some information, that concerning the pha.se of one frequency comnponent
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Contol of Adzptive Systems

Linear s,'s:n':s z.nys-is ad.-.7:s a genera. theory of adaptive cnr::ol p:,vilded
that the system is lnear ind the usual const--ints are iatsried. One cons:•rzInt
is that the result of a3=4.pation depend on the entire past history of adaptz-
tion wir.hin the system. Another is (usually) that the transfer function of the
system be time invar.ant.

When uing this theory, adaptation is introduced as a controiler funcion,
g(rt, as in Fif. 7'4. It operazes by a.dding an additional inpua zo the y,szem
much like F(Y). the neg.ative feedback of the system state. in Uztley's infor-
mon. It does not directly modify the orlimaI system transfer funcion. H(r].
To do the latter would lead to a time-variant or self-orz-•nzin- adap'ive

system whtich could easily be nonlinear and, therefore, no:. amenabie to
analysis by this theory.

For a linear system ,ith the feedback ci'rcuit shown in Fig. 7_24(A), the
output, Y(r) is a function of the input,X/t). the system transfer function. H(r)
and the controller function, g/t). If the L-aPlzce transform, F(s), of each func-
tion is taken,

e.g, Output F[y) = Y(r) = Y(r)('£td. (7.49)

0

(note, relationship to Fourier transform, Ea. 7.6), then, for a linear system.,

%where r.*-A =F 1 (s/F: Ws/. (7.50)

Le., in the absenc of a control loop, _

F(yv) = Fx) F (hl). (7.51)

The output of the linear system with neg-rive feedback (Fit. 7-'4A) may
therefore be expressed as

F(Y) F7h/5/2)t+ F(h/&• ,'1'
For tfle feedforward circuit shown in Fig. 7_-(B),

F(y) I+Fff) F(xFr) (7.53)

assumingposirire feedforward.

One may wish to consider the linear control circuits of Fie. 7.24. the
designs of automata shown in Fie. 7.5. and the aigorithms of ad.ptation listed
on p. 395 in relation to the descnptions of control systems that folow.

Z e
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Control Systems
Several types of control systems are recognized, each wit. its ow critical
feature(s). For example, there are:

Control systems:

I. With or without memory.
2. With or without set point variance.
3. With or without self-orcanizing adaptation.
4. With open or closed loop controL

5. With feedforward or feedback controL

"The list is by no means comolete or (in considering how to cdassify, different

types of switches, flywheel governors, thermostats, and innate or learned be-
haviors) are all of the differences unique or murually exclusive.

Adaptations involved in control may reach some maximum or minimnum

value, or may proceed at some steady state level with or without range
bounding as was descrfoed earlier (Figs. 7.7, 7.8).

* Open Loop Adaptive Control Systems

An open Ioop control system receives no feedback Lnformation reparding the
state of the adaptive system. There may be indirect feedback of -information

(e.g., from the environment and changes therein caused by the system's

operation) to support the predetermined system operation, but not to cause

the controller to adapt. Control is exc-:tisc, eni;.iy by predetermined

adaptaCions based on the detection of predeflued contngcncies. Thus, in a
thermostat adaptation occurs on the basis 9 f temperature deecion plus5a
prespecified contingency (if the temperature is low, turn on the heat;ifhigh,

turn it off). There is no feedback to alter the rules of adau.,taion based on

past performance. There is instead an input of ambient te-,erature and a
fixed course of adaptation contingent on its le-l. Neuronally, open loop

adaptation may be contingent on two different synarptc inputs occurring
together, as with heterosynaptic facilitation and Linhibition.

Open loop control systems will typil1vy have great stability since their
adaptive features are entirely predetermined. However, it may be difficult to

adhieve a control ooeration of hizh sensitivity with an open loop system. This
is because the accuracy of control depends on the system's initial ca-foration

and on the precision of the involved components. The oPeration of open loop

control systems will be vulnerable to component breakdown or Lnterferenc
from outside noise that was unanticipated in their orginal control design.

%J Driftage away fromn the initial component set point is uncorre.-able with an
open loop control system. There is also no possibility for self-organizing adap-

tation, since there is no regard for the present or past system state.

C2osed Loop, Feedback Control Systems
A closed loop control system normally uses feedback conc-,rrng the value of
a controlled variable or the state of the adaptive control system, as a means to

control further adaptation. In a closed loop, se!f-or ~nizing control system,
the response of the modified element shouid have a direct effect on the

,.
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control action (Fig.. 7.24A). This circuitrmay becomnpared with that ota reed.
N ~forward con trol system (Fig. 7.24B) in which information from the input

modifies the controller without re-zard to the system state..
Either feedback or feedforward circuitry can be used to reduce the error

or improve the response timre of linear control operations, such as described
earlier, and the circuitries may be either positive or negative. Because of the
dosed loop operation, feedback may have seif-potentiating eff-ects when it
operates either as a suppiemental contzol input to the system or as a self-

* organizinig modifler of the system's original transfer function. Positive (re-
generative) feedback is distinguished from negative (degenerative) feedback in
that the former augnents the gain of the loop system and can lead to explo..
sive buildup. Positive f'eedbcck returns an output to the input so as to add
another, positive inpuL This will permit rapid change or increased sensitivity
of the system by which transforms between input and output are performed;
however, it also tends to unstaoilize the system and ircrease distortion of the
signal input. A'eg.rive feedback returns the Output to the input in such a way

* as to add another; negative input. Negative feedback then decreases the gain
of the loop system and can lead to damping or a cut off of signal transmission.
This tends to stabllize the transfer between input and output and reduce distor-
tion, although the sansiti,,itv and rapidity of the transfer operation may be

Negative fee~dback control systems have a system resoonse that is relatively
insenis.ive to brief external disturbances and to inter'nal variations in Para-
meters of the operations controlled. This is because thc output, e.g., F(y) in,
Eq. 7.52, approaches F(x) ~- F~gJ if F(h) Fj'g} > 1. Thus, smajI.: dcviations in
component operations or even ,he o.ririnal control Par:.-.!r-s -a ot overly
disturb the control system, provided that their manifestations 3are- accessible
to the control loop. rnhis pe.-itcs relatively noisy components to be used for
the system operation. Note, however, that when a closed loop system is

(A) Feedback~ (B) Feed forward

* HO) g'F(t)

Figr. 7.24. Linear systems with feedback control (A) and feed/orward control
(B]. The systems have input X(t), transfer fanr:zan H(t) and our.pza Y(r).
git) anrd g'(t) xre the controller functions.. Differences b5etween apoly' ing the

6output of the controller function as an -extra (cdditrz.e) .ry::em input versus
applying it to direct ad-aptatior of the system tra.-sfer, func~on are discussed
in the text.

%
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carrying a range of frequencies. over the fcedback path, the frequency charac-
teristics of the network may become an important source of error. At one fre-
quency the phase of the signal fed back may be such as to produce negative
feedback, but at another frequency the phase relationships may be such as to
cause positive feedback, and oscillations may occur. Stability of control can
therefore be a problem with closed loop control operations. since with closed
loop adaptive control, there may be oscillating errors or overcorrection leading
to explosive instability or drift in an undesired direction. The latter feature,
taken in a converse manner, lends itself to self-organizing adaptive control,
provided that sonie means be found to avoid maladaptation.

Some typical ch.aracteristics of closed loop systems which may be of inter-
est with regard to their possible use in the design of self-orgarizing systems
are as follows:

1. Some stable closed loop systems tend to have a transient response per-
"formance which can be predicted from the steady-state, closed loop plot
of mapinude versus frequency (e.g., Nyquist plot).

2. A system designed for optimal steady-state operation may have unstable
transient characteristics.

3. Self-organizing adaptive systems, Le., control systems that incorporate
time-variance based on system operation into the adaptive scheme, must
have some means of evaluating how well the control operations are being

performed. This index of performanct must be reliable and unambiguous
",' with respect to the optimal range of operation.

4. It should be possible to obtain a performance index without disturbing
"the operadon of the system and in a form which is amenable to insertion
into that part of the systemin wirich control of adaptation i accomplished.

5. If hill-dirmbing techniques are used to control steady-state adaptation
[e.g., 883], false peaks must be defined and avoided.

Other Miathematical Techniques

The two theories that follow are introduced because of their promise for
advancing our ability to analyze complex adaptive networks. T'neir mention
is abbreviated because of their noveiry and because so litile is known at

present about their proper application..

Ergodic Thteory

Ergodic theory "is concened with the average behavior of large collections of
molecules that move randomly for indefinite periods of time... Ergodic the-
orists commonly deal with measure and probability so-ces and have developed
powerful theorems involving ramification of these ideas [5371 ." The reader is
referred to Kolata [5371 for further discu:ssion of ergodic theory.

Field Theory
"Field theory, as elaboratcd by Weiss, Wolpert, and others," indicates that a
field "can be ,defined operationally as a domain within whi-ch changes in the

JY•LtJ P6 &. ALS. LE 'Z'•
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presumnptive fates of cells can occur" [300]. Cells may be assigned positional
values according to their physical locations in the coordinate system of a par-
titular field. In terms of positional information theory, the field can be de-
fined as a set of cells which have their positions speciflied with resect: :o the
same coordinate system. Further information is available elsewhere [300].

Specific Theories of Line Labeled Information Handling

A Geometry of Perception-Processing of Sensory Labeled Information

Minsky and Papert [6721 have uncovered the beinunings of a poweful
mathematical theory concerning a geometry of perception pertaining to the
processing of sensory labeled information. The theory also deals with adaa-
tive features of the processing. The topologic transformation of problems of
image recognition and perception into problems of line labeled geometry is
insightful and potentially more useful than these authors may have ima,.ined
originally.

As shown in Fig. 7.25, image processing involves sets of receptive eiements
that receive and process aggregates of sensory, labeled infor.m-ation. Each
unique, sensory labeled set independently processes its sensory aggrepte ac-

.cording to some function. •i. The results of processing by each-4e-t- are com-
bined by means of a function 12 to obtain the value, i,. The problems .o be
resolved are:

"1. How can arrays of this sort be organized to permit a particular C (X) to be
a useful designator of a particular input, X. at the receptor elements?

2. Can a geometry be devised that will describe this process precisely and de-
fine some reasonably optimal approach to this problem?

Minsky and Papert bein their solution of these proble.s• by pointing out
that some meaningful restrictions must be placed on the function f2 and the
set 4' of functions , ... , j if the geometry is to be useful. And they
point out that previous treatments of this type have been more anecdotal
than mathematical.

It is also des-,irable to introduce variable weighting or some other potential
means of adaptation, into the analysis. As shown in Fig. 7.26, weigitings cx,
a 2 ,...,% may be assigned each function m ,t ,; -.  :r.

In addition, r. may be replaced by a summation or intezraiion funczon.
Z, and a threshold detector, 8, may be added to designate a particuiar value
or region of .. When c is variable, this consututes a sinple perceptron, named
after the automata of this general type that were designed by Rosenbi.tt
[838-841]. It is noted by Minsky and Papert that in such automata a tends
to grow faster than C2 in adaptive processing operations requiring memory
storage.

The more complex perceptron admits multiple, redundant inputs as shown
in Fig. 7.27. 7his type of processing of sensory labeled information corne-
sponds closely to that carried out by the nervous svsem and is amenable to
analysis by means of the Group Invanance Theorem.

" Sim-%**X-,.N _ " " L, - ' - %" _-
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A Sim~ple Image-Processing Automaton

dfl

Fig~. 7-2.5. An example of simple, multiple channel, image processirzn. See
text for further details (From Minsky and Paperr [6 72].;

Grr'up Znrarim-ce Theore~n
a, The Group Invarionc Theorem of Mfinsky and Papert pernits analysis of

perce-ptron operations (L~e, the geomnetry of sensory irn age processing) by
alagebra instead of statistics. This theorem examines the relaticnsýtip between
all possible receptor activations (all sets of sensory labels, r1 , r. ... r) and
thei; representationz ac-css a theoretical space of o;ý(X) for O(P

A Perceptron

an

a can tbe varied

*F-ig. 7.26. Elementary perceptron (a =an be varied). (From Minsky and Pap-
err /6 72].)

0W
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NEquivalence Betw"n Parallel Processing and Group Invariance Theorem

S•a.•
Q!,,

V

NP1X i f 1t, (X >Q8

Fig. 7.27. A perceptron reduced to Group Inva•rance Theorem coej'JCfenrt.
(From Minsky and Pcpert 16 721.)

In effect, the Group Invarfance Theorem permits an algebrcic anay-sis ofall geometries a/frearrangemnents (or repreren::ricns ) of :hie origi,.t set of pos-

sibLe receptor labeled acrivadons It allows determination of which a.geates
of a,,,-(X) (or values of ,) reflect a unique transformation of the'group of
p:•ssib t,=sformations of the space of the reczvtor Iabeingsri,ra... rr ,
upon die predicates, •t, .i..

Given any predicate ; and group element g, Minsky and Pape= define
Vg to be the predicate that, for each X, has the value s(X). "hu.s, one wQI

always have ý;g(X) = p(gX). t will be said to be closed under G . for every
Vo in 40 and g in G the predicate ,g is also in 4). If a percepr'cn predicate is
inva.iant under a group, G, then its coeffizents need depend only on the
G-equivalence classes of their o's (6721.

The Group Invariance Theorem states that if:
(i) G is a finite group of transformatons of a fimte space, R;

"*Giv~enr a goup G. two fig.r",.- " and ,. am C-.equivalent if there i. mem.er g of a
for which 

ei 
N.'.

% .%.' t." , - - . A.', ' '..' ,.' , ' - v . .. .., A¶.,. . " . - .." -.
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(ii) 4 is a set of predicates on that s-pam closed under G;
(iii) is Lsn L (4)) and invariant under G. Then, there exiszs a Uinea :epre- A
sentation, of

for wbhic' the coefficients ~, depend only on the G-ecqu'valnce cLass of
pthat is if.a , then3-' - '.

L 4ý is the set of all predicates for which ý, is a linear th.-eshcid .,4ancon
withrespect to <', and a predicate is a function that has two poss;ble values,
ie., a binary functioii. ý is a linear threshold functon with res-ec::o - , .
(p is in L ((D), if there exists a number 6, and a set of numI'er-s, a one for
eah in V, such that:

ý(x)=[ % -x) > 6 .(2, '

Restrictions on Perceprton Operarions and Limitations in Geo.'e... P:-:e•rs "1,

T-hat Can Be Recognized 4,

Perccptrons are not withcut restrictions in the :ypes of o-e2rtions that can be
perf6rmed and the geometric .at~errs that can be rtcoiized..

Resrnfcrions of Geometry. The perceptron operations discussed by Minsky

and Papert have a receptor geometry resincted as follows:

1. The number of points (or receptive elements) is Lim-ited. Hence, the
predicates of the points are oflintited order.

2. The distances between points are restricted. Hence, their prtdicntes are
diameter-limited. ,.

Order has to do with the number of c1hairacteristic variables needed to
represent a set of particu~ar functions. For example, the order of -,' is the p.

smallest number, K, for which a set 4' of predicates can be fouand sarisfying:

ý3S(y) <K Co rall 9 in 4'ý, -'EL (4))

where S(ý0) is that subset of receptors, r,, r,, r., upon wic.i. 'ý(Xn) .,

(the set of functions required for recognizing X) reaily depends, and
L(4') is the linear threshold function of 4', rhc set of all preoicates that can
be defined by Eq. 7.54.

Linear threshold function ocrceptron operations are of order 1. So are ali
the Boolean functions of two variables exceot for:

L Exclusive-or (X'-" +X'Y> 0) and
Ui. Its complement identity, X- Y (XY + X' Y' > 0)

which are of order 2.

Fl
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Type of Proc--sng Operrionr Perceptions are particularly good at doing
processing operatioas of the types caUed "local" or "conjunct.veiy local" by
Minsky and Papert [672. By local is meant that aZl tests (anlytic or loz-:a)
can be done independenuly and tae fui-al decision can be made by a loýcally
simple procedure such as unanirnirv of all tests.

A predicate, ýi, is conjunctively local of order K if it can be computed
by a set <ý of pred.icates o such that:
h Each W depends on no more than K points of the space R;
r. ý (X) if k(X)= I forevery p in4

(o otherwise.

Such proce•...g wiL enable a perceptlon to distinguish convex from non-
convex figures at the receptors by the test that if there exist three rezt.tor
points, p, q, and r, suc=h L.hat q is in the Line segment joining p ani :, and

0 p isin X,
*-q is notin X,

r is in X, r
then the set X is not cnvex (Fig. 7.28). Thus. ýtconvex('X) is conjunctively
local of order 3 by application of this three-poLn, nuie [6721.

Interestinsdy, the determination of connec:edness between moints can be
shown not to be conjunctively locil of any order in a eiaetC-zi-nri:ed p:-

ceptron processing operation. Hence, pexceptrons of Uhis type cannot cc.m-
pute connectedness of geometric figures whereas *hey can compute convexity.

However, as inspection of Fig. 6.6C willindicate, we, too, have our difficulties
in determining connectedness.

TyPel of Perceporns
Given that "a Perceptron is a device capable of computing all predicates
which are linear in some given set ( of parnal predicates" [6721, five dir-
terent types of perc-eptrons can be dis:inguished. They are:

- I. Diamerer4iinited Perceprron--the set of points upon which each
depends (for each ýp in some given set •) is restricted not to exceed a certzin
fixed diameter in the plane.

2. Order-restricred Perceprrons-a perceptron has order < n if no mera-
ber of (5 depends on more than n points.

3. Gamba Percrprrons-each member of (D may depend on all the points
but must be a linear threshold function, with each member of 4. itself
being computed by a perceptron of order 1. Thus,

>

(each %pi is a threshold perceptron of order 1) and

d', -, 4,* 1* 5
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Determination of Convemity by Three-Point Rule

Not Convex Convex

U"i

-b 0.-

-V .

(Li-T1ng cra 1300 B.C.) (77nt circa 400 B.C.)

Fig. 7.2. Determination of convexity by three-point ruie [6721. Draw a
straight line connecting sr'face points such as P and R. Ifa third point, taken

anywherm along this line, is inside the space of the object, the surface .s

conVeM.

4-',
4..

I~zanba> IiI >(7-.55)
i j

The Ga.ba perceptron is thus a two-layered perceptron. Note, however,

that no improrveent is afforded by any multi-layered system., without

loops, in which there is an order res~i:c= at each layer wherein only

predicates of fit-e order are comr uted.
4- -RAndom Perceprrons-the p's are random Boolean functons. They

are order-resr:ted and 4) is generated by a stochastc process according

"to an a.signed dist.ribvtion function (cf. Rosen blatt [838-84 ]1).

S. Bounded Perceprronm-') containis an infinite number of ,t's, but all

the a,, lie in a finite set of numbers (6721.

Size, Speed. and La er-Hiera'ahy Considerations in PrcePrron Operationx

Given application of the group invariance theorem to analysis of perceptrons

of the above types, several observations may be drawn concerning effects of

size, speed, and layer or hIerarchy of operation.

Fit, u.sng more -memory" does nct seem to advance the kinds or effic-

erncies of Linear threshold operations that are performed. This is interesting

because many believe that adding memory will greatly improve the types of

.44,

4%
U '. 
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opertions that can be performed. Minsky an'i Papert would suggest that
desim is more important than size.*

Second, it should be possible to specify connection-matrices between el:-
ments that wMl optimize the efflciency of processing vis-i-vis the number of
elements involved. Examples of differcin. connection matrices are show-n in
Fig. 7.29.

Afunr7ay'er Perceptrons withi Loops
According to Mlinsky and Pavert, the group invariance theoremn cannot be
applied to multilayered perceptrons with loops.t The addition of loops thus
reopens analytic questions. It remains to be seen how the addition of loops

N limits seneral theories of sensory information processing by perceptron-like
automata., Some analytic questions can be answered a priori. For example,
the use of loops in processing will not improve the speed of computat~ion
aWorded by loop-free serial processing- Other questions cannot. T'hus, it is

unclear whether or not loops afford the possibility of more complex analytic
0 operations. Given finite order proc-essting, a prerequisite for mathematical

analysis, it is questionable whether loops afford any order-improvemnent
beyond that possible with a hierarch~ical. multilayered construction.

What loops do offer is the possibility of using the simple feedback princi-
pie for "training" or error correction. Minsky ano ?lipert believe that the per-
ceptron convergence theorerr provides annlytic proof that where such -learn-
ing, adaptatilon or self organization does oc-cur, its occu~rrence can be thorough-'-
ly elucidated (mathemnaticall1y)" [672].

A Geometry of Sor-ting- Treatmnent of Motor Labeled Effectuation, Synthesis,
and Decision Making

Comparison of Fig. 7-20 with Fig.. 3.42 will disclose how rnotor-abeled ef-
fectuation or decision maicing is implicit in the design of perceptrorii

W~hat has not been treated explicitly :in the course of analysis of percep-
tron operat~ions is the geometry of sortng-, i.e., an :12ebraic analysis of motor
labeled effectuation comparable to that for sensory reception presented eanter.
Three positions are possible. One is that this geome.try is cc-mp::ieteiy ima=Licit
in the clas~sification algorithm s desc-ribcd by Minsk-y and Papert (perhaps as a

- ~substructure of predicates). The second is that significant extensions of their
d algonithins arnd theory need to be made-perhaps by an expanded t-reatment of

conditional probabilities and Markov processes. J The third position, that such

* 11 is not ye dear if artificial intel~ligence pefbrifled by a larec. specifikazfy dtsi!:ed
computer (c~pable of -¶opical" operatison) can adequa2tely simulate iniclliýcncce oascd an
unincorporated de2 n features. Lc;3c may be used to approyimatc thc needed fearures.
but the results may be unsatsfac-ory and the n-t-ars difficult to detect. as in some of the
Thenomema Wourtxated in Chapter 6.
I Afthoughn it wiiL be retziled that cdosed flovar2phs. consisting of loop circuit~s, =r be

Aýlso, some loops can be eliminated by use of flow~tTphs.
0 ~6Another class of a1~orithrs zhat can cornpux corunectdricss may be required-Turing

m~achtne-s can comp~ute connecicteoess; pccPra cannot.

%,

%0
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Co nnec~ion-,M tri,.

(A) (B)

- * Sj.

Fig 7.9Sileetcne.inmtie.Aetoei A qiaett

meg. 729. Ddferen combnectie on maz-icens Are tlose uin u (A) eqi' endento

between inpurss elements, and out puts). (Sketches after Mirsky ard Pa pert
(6721.)

A Learning Nladhine

TT

W, Ca

00

Ffg. 7.30. A multilaYea perceptron =pable of making decuiorns (d). (From

AMinsky and Pa pert [6721.) 7he adaptations controlling A i and A C~k might
bene fir frontr feedback of information concErning- the system state.
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a geonetry and analysis is unrealizable, may be dismissed if oar accepts

Msky and Paaert's ,iew that workable systems are subject to analysis and

this author's assertion that such systems are visible within the reflex pathways

of the nervous sy-trrt.,

C.iZ7 cat ion A [g orfithrn s

The following classification algorithms for separa tine different sensory labeled
agregates at d in Fig. 7-30 have been suggested by Minsky and Papert [6721.

1. Perceptron convergence theorem. Let F be a set of unit-leng.th
vectors. Let A - 4) be the vector notation of Z ao t.(X). If there exists a
unit vectorr.4* and a number 5 > 0 such that A v - (1 > 5 for all 4€ in F,
then a simple pro--. (se Minsky and Papert [6721, p. 167) can be de-
vised that will converge in a finite number of iterations on a separation of
"all (5 e F. A variation of this program (see [672] ) will separate more than
two dasses of input 5Sgures: F 1 , F,", Fl.

A limitation of this classification a1gorithm is that only linear sepa-
rations are performed optinially by this method.

2. Baye 'linear zraristical procedure. Again, let F be a set of unit-
length vectors, with one vector, Ai" such that'Ai - 4 > 5 for all in F. If
Ai (ei ̀ 1j, ~j2 .,.. -),

Pii
where w•; Log ( -)

and P is the probability that zi=l, given that 4) is in F, ther. ýb eF will be

separated with the lowest possible error rate, given that the ý;*s are stati•s-

cally independent- (This is, remarkably, a linear formula that can perform

non-linear separation.)
3. Bert planer procedure-This is essentially an error-minimi'ing track-

ing procedure whereby the set of A's is used for which chcice of the
largest A i' gives the fewest errors. The presence of false peaks in hM-
cdimbing searches by this method may limit its applicability.

* 4..4 Cuasreran.lysi.-Techniques are used to minimize the least square
distce between different points in the receptor array (R) reflected by
the differe=t A 4'. In effect, separation is performed on the basis of
spatial du.stex.-g of each sensory aggregate. A more complete description
of this approach and a cluster-analy-is convergence theorem, w-ith proof,
=ca be found in Mimsky and Papert's book [6721.

S. Exacr matching or best marching-This approach requires a large
0 memory and is cumbersome. Each 4) that has ever been encountered,

"together with the identity of its associated F-class, is stored. New inputs
2re -recognized- on the basis of match against the store contents. With

S., exact matching, a tedious search rezslts in a solution with no errors. With

Odaotes unit vecto

r. C -. W. IS.S
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-best" matching, a completeiy different type of procedure (e.g., r)gont-ms

such as those incorporating matched filrenng-se: Woody [1103 is
used to optimize signal detection, minimize errors, a2nd reduce search tme
(see [672,704,11231).

Prob ab tty as a Descriptor of,3fotor Effectutation: T7he Conditional P?,babiiity

of Sorting, An Algebra of Even=r
Just as entropy is relatable to the uncertainty of configurations of ras mole-
cules in a dimensional space, and provides some measure "hereof, so does

probability provide a measure or index of the likelihood of events. As we
have seen from the work of Boltzmann and of Shannon, the events m:y be
physical-chernical or they may be informational-probabilistic.

Just as chemical events may be described as occupying a space (3281, so
may other probabilistic events be desc-ibed in terms of the space they occupy.
Tine space of probabilistic events is descnbed by set theory and Vern dia-
earns thereof. The sample space (Fig. 7.3 1) represents the number of possible
different arrangements of sample points or outcomes, and each event or spe-

CiuIC outcome in the sample space can be assis4id a jrobabiity of ocirrence.
-Set theory is described by a set of axioms that fully define the algebra of

event (cf. 2401 . With respect to Fig.-7.31, they are:

1. A +B =B +-A (commutative law); also for multiplication, AB BA

2.. A + (3 + C) = (A+3) + C (associative law); also for multiplication, A (B E=
(As)Y

3. A (B + C) =AB + AC (distributiye law)
4. ($')' =A C = "not" cr the compiement of whatever it follows)
5. (A•) =A' B'
6. AA' 4> (b = complement of U)
7. AU A (U = union of two events-the collection of all poLnts Lin either or

both event spaces)

* This "cr of azxioms is also the set of cons•inis by which linear systems are

bound wid defined.

Simple Pftbabdily. Could probability be used to describe motor effecrt-*
ation, L, the motor evets (or decisional space) possible zs outcomes of a
parbcular netwaok? If so, could some general formuiation be derived, crm-

pimric to :.he gicup invariacs theorem to perrdt a gene'al aleb'!-;c treAt-
ment of the geometry of sorting or motor effectuation? The answer to Lhe
Sfirst quest.ion is yes; the answer to the second, perhaps. The sample space, S,
of possible motor outcomes is made up of a number of points, El, E:, ...
En. Each point, Ek, has an expected probability of occurrence P(Ek).'

The probability of occurrence of event A, P(A), is the sum of the proba.
bilities of all points within it. The sum- of the probabilities of occurrence of
all points equals 1, which is equal to the probability of the entire sameIe

s;A.z. Thus, T(A) mus, be between 0 and 1.
Mf

"*EvezntA may be mapped trom wts ot P(EjJ]

-d"
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Sample Space

C. ....

(A. ... ... ..
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.... an..... e .n....r. g~e ta o~ threetB a us ocre.I
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